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Abstract

After a brief introduction to 21st century fundamental physics suit-
able for the layman with a reasonable level of mathematical competence,
I introduce the concept of unnaturalness in Standard Model electroweak
symmetry breaking and Supersymmetry (Susy) as a potential solution.
The optimally natural situation in Susy in light of the 2012 discovery of
a Higgs boson is derived, namely that of almost maximal mixing, with
the scalar top partners almost as light as can be. The discovery is also
interpreted numerically in terms of the Next-to-Minimal Supersymmet-
ric Standard Model, with greater emphasis placed on the visibility of the
Higgs boson at the observed mass, i.e. on signal strengths. I introduce
simple models of gauge-mediated Susy breaking (GMSB), and how their
generalisation leads to a richer parameter space. I then investigate the
role played by the mediation scale of GMSB: this is found to be as a
control of the extent to which Yukawa couplings de-tune flavour-blind
relations set by gauge couplings. Finally, issues relating to the discov-
ery or exclusion of Susy at colliders are discussed. Bounds are derived
for the masses of new particles from Large Hadron Collider searches for
excesses of jets and missing energy without leptons, and compared to
constraints arising from Higgs boson searches, for models of GMSB and
the Constrained Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model. I present
a novel search strategy for new physics signatures with two neutral,
stable particles, when such particles are produced by boosted decays.
(Susy examples include models with light gravitinos, pseudo-goldstinos,
singlinos or new photinos.) The method is shown to produce sharp mass
peaks that enhance the visibility of the signal.
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An Apology

Throughout this work I will generally refer to the massive scalar boson as-
sociated with electroweak symmetry breaking as the Higgs rather than the
Higgs boson, simply because the latter sounds awkward to my ears in passages
when references to this particle come thick and fast. My apologies to Peter
Richardson and any others who take exception to this.
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Abbreviations Used In The Main Text
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NLO – next-to-leading order (usually in the sense of a perturbative Feynman-
diagrammatic calculation)
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QCD – quantum chromodynamics
QFT – quantum field theory
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RHS – right-hand side (of an equation)
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Susy – Supersymmetry
UV – ultraviolet (in the sense of high energy scales)
VEV – vacuum expectation value
WMAP – Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe
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A Non-Selective Glossary Of Important/Confusing Terms
For BSM/Collider Phenomenology

Terms explained elsewhere in the glossary are italicised.

Acceptance – the fraction of events which pass the cuts in a given experi-
mental analysis.

Background – anything which is not the physics one is trying to see (usually
new physics), but unfortunately looks like it.

Background, reducible – a background consisting of misidentified or mismea-
sured particles, which could therefore be eliminated (in principle) by perfect
measurement.

Background, irreducible – a background with truly the same final state, though
produced via a different intermediate particle/particles.

Cuts – the set of requirements we choose to impose on the final state and
phase space in order to significantly reduce the number of uninteresting events
without decreasing the number of interesting events too much.

A Decade (of RG-running) – a factor of ten in between two energy scales. For
example after two decades of running starting at an energy scale Q one would
be at a scale 102Q (or 10−2Q).

Decay cascade – the set of one or more decay steps from the initially produced
particles to the final state.

Event – a single collision of particles (specifically protons at the LHC) together
with what happens as a result of the collision. For simulated collisions, what
happens at an intermediate stage can be forced; for example one may simulate
x events where particles collide and produce a Higgs boson which decays ar-
bitrarily. Compare with experiment where requirements can only be imposed
on detected particles, not intermediates, by definition. For example in x fb
of data (which corresponds to a certain number of collisions y, i.e. y total
events), after focussing only on events where the detected particles meet cer-
tain interesting criteria one is left with z events (z < y). In this case unlike
the simulated case one cannot say with certainty what happened in any given
event, and only statistical statements can be made. Observed events which
are more likely to have proceeded via intermediate new physics rather than
established physics (i.e. the background) are described as candidate events.

Final state – the set of outgoing particles (i.e. those that don’t decay further
before being detected) resulting from a collision. Can be understood either
in a precise sense more appropriate the calculation of amplitudes, such as a
final state of one electron, one electron neutrino and a uū quark pair; or in a
broad sense more appropriate at the detector level, such as one charged lepton,
missing energy and (a perhaps unspecified number of) jets. In either of these
senses the term final state usually refers just to the identity and multiplicity of
the particles involved. However sometimes the term is taken to include some
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information about the phase space as well, e.g. ‘a final state of hard jets’.

Hard – energetic. A hard scattering is one which involves a large exchange
of energy, for example the production of heavy particles in a collision; a hard
object is an object with large three-momentum (or simply large transverse
momentum at hadron colliders where z momentum is less relevant). In both
cases the antonym is soft.

High-level objects – isolated leptons, isolated photons, jets (as opposed to the
individual hadrons inside), missing momentum, all defined within the spatial
coverage of the detector.

K-factor – the ratio of a cross-section (or possibly some other calculable observ-
able) calculated at a given order in perturbation theory to the same quantity
calculated at the order below. Usually the ratio of NLO to LO is implied.

Matrix element – an element of the S matrix, i.e. the amplitude for a given
initial state to interact and produce some specific particles.

Multiplicity – number of. For example, jet multiplicity = number of jets.

Phase space – the space of all possible three-momenta for the (on-shell) final
state particles.

Signal strength (in a given final state) – production cross-section multiplied
by branching ratio (into the given final state), possibly also multiplied by the
relevant acceptance, and possibly normalised to some expectation.

Soft – see hard.
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Part I

Prelude: From Classical

Mechanics To Quantum Field

Theory

(A Sketch For The Lay-Reader Familiar With Calculus

And Vectors)

v /� c−−−→

S /� ~
−→ Classical Mechanics Special Relativity

Quantum Mechanics Quantum Field Theory

0.1 Classical Mechanics

A reformulation of Newtonian mechanics, where an object of mass m expe-

riencing a force F undergoes an acceleration a = F/m, is as follows. The

Lagrangian L is defined to be the difference between the kinetic energy T and

the potential energy V , and is a function of the coordinate1 q of the system

(e.g. the position of a particle) and how rapidly that coordinate is changing

with time q̇ (the dot denoting one time derivative):

L(q, q̇) = T − V (0.1)

The Action S is the integral of the Lagrangian over the time interval we are

interested in – from t1 to t2. It is therefore a functional of q(t) – an infinite-

dimensional function in a sense, in that it depends on the value of the function

1We consider systems with more than one coordinate, e.g. multiple particles or one
particle able to move through more than one dimension, in the same way as presented here
but replacing q → q = (q1, q2, . . .). I will focus on a single q for clarity when introducing
functionals.
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q(t) at each of the (infinitely many) instants between t1 and t2.

S[q(t)] =

∫ t2

t=t1

L(q, q̇) dt (0.2)

Of all possible time-evolutions of the system q(t), the one chosen by our uni-

verse is the one which minimises the action: the functional derivative2 of S

with respect to q(t) vanishes:
δS

δq
= 0 (0.3)

The solution of (0.3) – the equation(s) of motion – can be obtained by solving

the Euler-Lagrange equation:

∂L

∂q
− d

dt

∂L

∂q̇
= 0, (0.4)

where q and q̇ are considered independent for the partial differentiation. As

an example, the familiar dynamics of a single particle of mass m in a potential

V in one dimension x are obtained from the following Lagrangian:

L = 1
2
mẋ2 − V (x) (0.5)

(0.4)−−→ mẍ = −dV
dx

(0.6)

This shows how spatial variation of the potential forces the particle to accel-

erate towards regions of lower energy.

0.2 Special Relativity

Special relativity tells us that when velocities become relativistic, i.e. non-

negligible fractions of the speed of light c, we leave the regime of Newtonian

2To understand what a functional derivative is, a vector example helps. Take a single
number which is a function of a vector x, e.g. the dot product of the vector with some other
vector:

∑
i xibi. We can differentiate this single number with respect to the vector xi and

the result is a vector: bi. Writing it this way, with the index i unspecified, allows us to
express simultaneously the different results that arise when we choose to differentiate with
respect to different components of the vector x. A function q(t) is an infinite-dimensional
vector of sorts – there is a different value associated with each ‘index’ t, with t continuous.
By analogy with the vector example, when we differentiate a functional with respect to a
function, the result – a functional derivative – is a function.

14



mechanics. A further startling prediction relevant even at non-relativistic ve-

locities is that mass is merely another form of energy – the now familiar relation

E = mc2 (0.7)

We can study the relativistic dynamics of individual objects, approximated

as particles: we find that time in a reference frame in motion relative to our

observations passes more slowly, and that space contracts along the direction

of motion. By analogy with the mixing in the directions called ‘left’, ‘right’, ‘in

front’ and ‘behind’ as one spins – these quantities are not absolute but depend

on the direction one is facing – time and space are not absolute, indeed they

are not even separate: they are mixed together by motion. We can thus think

of them as separate parts of the same thing: spacetime, xµ=0,1,2,3 = (t,x) =

(t, x, y, z).

The context of special relativity is a good one to introduce the concept of

a field. Essentially, a field is just something which is a function of position in

space: in our three dimensions of space, it’s a function of x, y and z, and it can

also change with time. A scalar field is a field characterised by a single number

as a function of space and time. For example, one could describe the spatial

and temporal variation of temperature with a scalar field – one number at each

point, giving the local temperature at that moment. A vector field is a field

characterised by a vector – that is to say a single number with an associated

direction, or equivalently a set of numbers – as a function of space and time. An

example is the gravitational field: everywhere in the space around a planet, or

a star (everywhere at all in fact), there is a number characterising how strong

gravity is there, and a direction that the force acts in. A localised disturbance

in a field may propagate elsewhere as a wave, or it may simply slowly recover

to how it was before. Compare prodding the surface of water to prodding the

surface of treacle.

The behaviour of fields can be captured quantitatively using a Lagrangian

description as in Section 0.1. Where previously the Lagrangian was a simple

15



function of the system’s coordinate q and its time derivative q̇, now it is an

integral over the spatial region of interest V of a quantity defined at each point

in space: the Lagrangian density L, with density meaning per unit volume. L

is a function of the field and its spacetime derivatives; the latter are obtained

with the operator ∂µ = ∂
∂xµ

. For example, for a scalar (just one number) field

φ in three spatial dimensions x:

φ = φ(xµ)

L = L(φ, ∂µφ)

L =

∫
x∈V
L d3x

(0.8)

Otherwise the equations of motion are obtained almost exactly as in the pre-

vious section:

S[φ] =

∫ t2

t=t1

Ldt =

∫ t2

t=t1

∫
x∈V
L d4x, (0.9)

δS

δφ
= 0 (0.10)

=⇒ ∂L
∂φ
−
∑
µ

∂µ
∂L

∂(∂µφ)
= 0 (0.11)

As we take t1 → −∞, t2 → +∞ and V to be all of three-dimensional space

V → R3, in other words if we are interested in all spacetime, the action is

a Lorentz invariant – the same number for all observers regardless of their

relative motion.

An Example: a free (non-interacting), massive scalar field φ:

L =
∑
µ,ν

1
2
gµν∂µφ ∂νφ− 1

2
m2φ2 (0.12)

(0.11)−−−→
∑
µ,ν

gµν∂µ∂νφ+m2φ = 0, (0.13)

where gµν is the metric of spacetime, which defines how to contract two space-

time vectors together to obtain a Lorentz invariant3: it is the diagonal 4 × 4

3A more familiar example of this kind of object is the metric of ordinary three-dimensional
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matrix gµν = gµν = diag{+1,−1,−1,−1}. We can solve (0.13) by first taking

the Fourier transform of φ(xµ): expressing it as an arbitrary linear superposi-

tion (actually integrating rather than summing) of exp(i
∑

µ,ν gµνp
µxν) terms

with i is the imaginary number
√
−1. Plugging this into (0.13) we find the

constraint that pµ = (
√

(m2 + p2),p), with p = (px, py, pz) arbitrary and the

linear superposition of terms still arbitrary. Each term in this superposition

taken singly represents a wave with wave-vector/momentum p and an associ-

ated energy E =
√

(m2 + p2).

Note that the energy does not vanish as the momentum vanishes: E
p→0−−→ m.

This energy gap between the vacuum (zero energy) and the lowest energy mode

(the limit p → 0) is the mass of the field. The situation is the same as for

particles: there is a minimum energy E = mc2 needed to create a stationary

particle, and further energy becomes its kinetic energy.

0.3 Quantum Mechanics

If all speeds that we encounter in our problem are well below c, we do not

need to worry about extending classical mechanics with special relativistic

effects. However if we consider actions (recall Eq. (0.2)) so small that they’re

comparable to the fundamental constant of nature ~ – the reduced Planck

constant – we enter the realm of quantum mechanics. Here we discover that

there is an inherent uncertainty at the microscopic level; for example a particle

cannot possess a well-defined position and momentum simultaneously. The

state of a system is described by a wave function, often denoted |ψ〉. For

a single particle this could be a probability distribution for its position and

momentum. We associate with each physical observable an operator4. It is a

space, the three-by-three unit matrix gij = diag{+1,+1,+1}. When we contract two vec-
tors together with this metric, a.b =

∑
i,j gija

ibj =
∑
i a
ibi, the result is invariant under

rotations of the space, i.e. SO(3) transformations.
4A function is something which takes a number and returns another number; e.g. “2x”

takes any number and returns that number doubled. An operator, simply understood,
takes a function and returns another function; e.g. “d/dx” takes any function of x and
returns the first derivative. This definition of an operator makes sense in the quantum
mechanical context when we consider wave functions |ψ〉 that are simple functions, such as
position/momentum probability distribution functions: the operator acting on |ψ〉 returns
some other function. We may consider wavefunctions that are less readily understood as

17



law of quantum mechanics that any time we measure a property of a system, we

can only observe states of the system that are eigenvectors of the corresponding

operator, and the result of our measurement is the associated eigenvalue. As

an example, the intrinsic spin of a fermion such as an electron may be aligned

with whatever direction we decide to call the positive z axis – the state | ↑〉 –

or in the opposite direction – | ↓〉 – or it may be a linear combination of these

two possibilities. | ↑〉 and | ↓〉 are eigenstates of the z-axis spin operator ŝz:

• ŝz| ↑〉 = +1
2
| ↑〉,

• ŝz| ↓〉 = −1
2
| ↓〉,

• but ŝz(| ↑〉+ | ↓〉) = +1
2
| ↑〉− 1

2
| ↓〉 6= constant× (| ↑〉+ | ↓〉), so this state

is not an eigenstate of ŝz and in measuring the z-axis spin we will never

observe this state. If the system really is in this state, then when we

measure the z-axis spin we force it to change state either into | ↑〉 or into

| ↓〉: this forced change is referred to as the collapse of the wavefunction.

How (or indeed if) this really happens has been the subject of much

debate, known as the measurement problem.

In general when the system is in a state |ψ〉 and we want to know the

probability of finding it in the particular state |φ〉 (a probability which is not

necessarily 0 by definition, since |ψ〉 may be a superposition of states, one

of which is |φ〉), this probability is |〈φ|ψ〉|2. The quantity 〈φ|ψ〉 is highly

analogous to taking the dot product of two vectors to quantify how much they

overlap; indeed |ψ〉 and |φ〉 are vectors in the (possibly infinite-dimensional)

space of all possible states the system can be in.

simple functions, however, such as those describing a particle’s intrinsic spin. In this context
the more general definition of an operator – a mapping from one vector space to another –
is appropriate: a quantum mechanical operator is a mapping from the space of all possible
wavefunctions onto that same space (but not necessarily the same point in that space!). The
eigenvectors of an operator are points in the relevant space which are mapped back onto
themselves, multiplied by a constant called the eigenvalue. For example all points on the z
axis are eigenvectors of the operator in three-dimensional space “rotate around the z axis”
with eigenvalue 1 (note that points away from the z axis are not eigenvectors). Another
example is the operator “d/dx”, whose eigenvectors are ekx (with k any constant) with
eigenvalue k.

18



Time evolution of a state |ψ〉 occurs according to the Schrödinger equation:

∂

∂t
|ψ〉 = − i

~
Ĥ|ψ〉, (0.14)

where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian – the operator whose eigenvalues are the possible

energies the system (which are sometimes discrete, e.g. the energy levels of

electrons in atoms). From Eq. (0.14) we see that if the system is in a state of

definite energy – it is an eigenstate of Ĥ with eigenvalue E – its dependence

on time is simply given by a factor exp(−iEt). If |ψ〉 is not a state of definite

energy, we can still write down a solution to Eq. (0.14) with the correct time

dependence by inspection:

|ψ(t = T )〉 = exp

(
− i
~
ĤT

)
|ψ(t = 0)〉 (0.15)

However understanding what this solution really means may be highly non-

trivial because in general Ĥ is the sum of non-commuting5 operators.

If at a time t = 0 a particle has definite position q1, a state we call |q1〉,

then at a later time T the state of the system is

|ψ(t = T )〉 = exp

(
− i
~
ĤT

)
|q1〉 (0.16)

The probability to observe the particle at a definite, different position q2 at

this later time is

|〈q2|ψ(t = T )〉|2 =

∣∣∣∣〈q2| exp

(
− i
~
ĤT

)
|q1〉
∣∣∣∣2 (0.17)

5If operators Â and B̂ do not commute, this means ÂB̂ 6= B̂Â. This is a strange concept
at first because we’re mostly used to normal numbers, and 2×3 = 3×2, but Â could be the
operation ‘rotate an object 90◦ left’ and B̂ the operation ‘rotate an object 90◦ forwards’.
You can see for yourself with whatever object you have to hand that the order in which these
operations are performed matters. In the context of quantum mechanics, a bit of simple
maths shows that two operators representing two physical properties that cannot both take
definite values simultaneously, such as position and momentum, must not commute; and
indeed the position and momentum operators generally feature in the Hamiltonian.
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A gorgeous piece of mathematics shows that contents of the | . . . |2 can be

evaluated as a path integral:

〈q2| exp

(
− i
~
ĤT

)
|q1〉 =

∫ q(t=T )=q2

q(t=0)=q1

eiS[q]/~ Dq, (0.18)

where we integrate over the infinite number of possible functions of time q(t)

in the interval t ∈ [0, T ] subject to the boundary conditions q(t = 0) = q1 and

q(t = T ) = q2. In a sense this is an infinite-dimensional integral, since the

space of possible functions is infinite dimensional.

0.4 Quantum Field Theory

Non-relativistic quantum mechanics describes the time evolution of quantum

systems – particles moving, changing their intrinsic spin etc. – without al-

lowing for the creation or destruction of particles. Constant particle number

is hard-coded in the theory. However special relativity tells us that mass is

merely another form of energy, and therefore particles can be created and de-

stroyed. Quantum field theory (QFT) extends quantum mechanics to include

this new feature, and makes the physical laws Lorentz invariant. Central to

the idea of QFT is that there exists a field, permeating the whole of space,

for each kind of fundamental particle; a single particle is simply a localised

excitation of its field, able to propagate through space.

The surface of a body of water can be described by a field (height as a

function of position) which can have two opposite kinds of excitation – peaks

and troughs – both with positive energy but which are able to cancel each other

out. The same is true of the fundamental particle fields – they may support

both particle and antiparticle excitations, and pairs of these may annihilate

into pure energy or be produced out of pure energy. Note that this picture

of antiparticles is fundamentally different from (though often gives similar

answers to) the older description in terms of a Dirac sea. The latter consists

of a vacuum which is an infinite number of negative energy particle states

all filled, and no positive states filled; antiparticles are then interpreted as
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available negative energy states, which can annihilate particles in an intuitive

way.

In QFT the kinds of objects we wish to compute resemble those of normal

quantum mechanics – probability amplitudes for a given initial state to later

be observed as a given final state (see the glossary). A result familiar from

the description of mundane every-day waves is that energy is inversely related

to distance – higher energy waves have smaller wavelengths – and therefore

to understand nature at ever smaller length scales, the relevant processes for

our calculation of probability amplitudes are those in which large amounts of

energy are exchanged. Of course we must actually carry out these processes as

well, so that our calculations, and the theories that define them, can be tested.

In practice this is done by colliding particles together as hard as we can, then

recording the relative number of occurrences of the different final states that

result (i.e. establishing probability distributions for the final states). Hence

the initial states for our calculations generally consist of two particles travel-

ling towards each other at a high relative velocity; the final states considered

will be everything that those two particles can produce after interacting with

each other in an arbitrary way6. As with the quantum mechanical path in-

tegral, the probability amplitude for a transition between given states can be

calculated as the integral of exp(iS/~) over the space all possible things that

could have happened during the transition. However previously this object

was simpler: the integral was over all possible functions of time the coordi-

nate could take, q(t). Now our transition is from two localised excitations of

fields, to some other number of localised excitations, and the associated fields

could do anything in between times: for each of these fields (and indeed any

other field that interacts with them), we must integrate over all possible be-

haviours as a function of time for each point in space! In other words we have

an infinite-dimensional integral of the form Eq. (0.18) associated with each of

the infinitely many points in continuous space.

6Note that not everything is possible – conservation rules such as the conservation of
energy, momentum and electric charge imply that the final state must have the same values
for these quantities as the initial state.
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These tremendously daunting mathematical objects have been computed

exactly in certain theories simpler than those of direct relevance to our universe

and our current particle colliders. In the latter cases, we typically have to resort

to an expansion of the probability amplitude (that is, a systematic grouping

of the infinite number of contributing terms into a series consisting first of

the largest then the second largest etc. ad infinitum) followed by a truncated

calculation of as much of the series as we are able to do in a given number

of man-hours. Each term in the expansion can be represented a Feynman

diagram, with the translation between diagram and term established by a

set of universal Feynman rules. Crudely speaking, the simpler the Feynman

diagram – the smaller the number of intermediate, localised excitations of the

fields connecting the initial configuration of fields (two incoming particles) to

the final one – the larger the term it represents. This is because connecting the

initial and final states with an increasing number of interactions between fields

usually means, via the Feynman rules, that the term has an increasingly small

pre-factor. Sometimes this is not the case, when the coupling between fields is

‘strong’ (meaning strong enough to compensate for the small pre-factor); then

the terms at each step of the expansion are as big as those preceding them,

and without the ability to sum the entire infinite series we lose calculability.

In the author’s opinion, this is the greatest unsolved problem in mathematical

physics.

An important difference between QFT and classical field theory is that the

parameters appearing the in the Lagrangian density L no longer relate directly

to physical observables in the same way. For example, the dimensionless num-

ber multiplying a term containing two or more different fields (thus allowing

the respective particles to interact), known as coupling or coupling constant,

does not quantify the interaction strength, or at least not in a simple way. The

relations between the parameters of L and their corresponding observables now

contain infinities, which have to be subtracted by hand in such a way as to

leave a set of parameters that agree with the experimentally established values

by construction. Note that choosing the parameters of a model of nature in
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order to reproduce what is known to be true is often regarded as a bad thing,

as science should make predictions that allow for falsification. However pre-

dictivity is only lost when there is enough flexibility in the model parameters

to accommodate any experimental result; in the case of QFT there are consid-

erably more observables than those corresponding directly to the parameters

of L, and these are genuine predictions, which match known measurements to

a simply stunning level of precision.

The removal of infinities to set the parameters of L, known as renormali-

sation, must be done at a particular energy scale. An extremely deep feature

of QFT is that, once this has been done, a different set of parameters is appro-

priate for describing particle interactions at a different energy scale; in other

words, the renormalised (infinity-subtracted) parameters of L run with energy

scale. The coupled differential equations controlling this running – the renor-

malisation group (RG) equations – are an example of something predicted

by a given QFT, once each of the parameters of L has been defined at one

scale. The physical picture often used to summarise the positive running of

the electromagnetism coupling is the following. In probing a charged point-like

particle with a low-energy photon, one is really probing only the rough area of

space the charge is sitting in, due to the photon’s long wavelength. This space

also contains virtual charged particle-antiparticle pairs by virtue of quantum

uncertainty, with the opposite charges tending to lie closer to the real physical

particle (in the usual manner of polarisable media), shielding the charge that is

effectively seen. This effect decreases the smaller the wavelength of the photon,

hence the increasing strength of the electromagnetic coupling with energy.
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Part II

Weak-Scale Susy’s Raison

d’Etre: The Higgs

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The Standard Model is the mathematical description of our most fundamen-

tal understanding of particle physics. It is a quantum field theory in 3 + 1

dimensions of spacetime with Poincaré invariance, the gauge group SU(3)c ×

SU(2)L × U(1)Y , and the field content shown in Table 1.

scalars fermions vector bosons gauge group
representation

H (1,2, 1
2
)

Qi (3,2, 1
6
)

ui (3,1,−2
3
)

di (3,1, 1
3
)

Li (1,2,−1
2
)

ei (1,1, 1)

g (8,1, 0)

W (0,3, 0)

B (1,1, 0)

Table 1: The Standard Model field content, organised by spin and representa-
tion under the SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge group. i = 1, 2, 3 denotes the
generation/family/flavour of the fermion.

The Standard Model Lagrangian LSM specifies the physical behaviour of

the particle excitations of these fields, by quantifying their masses, mixings

and interaction strengths. A point of great interest concerning LSM is that all
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terms except one are marginal or exactly renormalisable, being the product of

fields with total mass dimension 4 and a dimensionless coefficient. The single

relevant or super-renormalisable term, having dimensionful coefficient, is the

mass-squared for the Higgs field: LSM ⊃ −m2
HH

†H. (Masses for all the other

particles arise from dimensionless couplings to the Higgs field, which acquires

a non-zero vacuum expectation value (VEV) v.) This term is at the heart of a

problem the Standard Model is widely believed to suffer from: unnaturalness.

’t Hooft argued that a small parameter of the Lagrangian is naturally small

if the Lagrangian has an enhanced symmetry when the parameter vanishes [1].

In that limit, the symmetry forces the radiative corrections to vanish, and

so with the parameter non-zero the corrections must be proportional to the

parameter itself. This is sometimes referred to as technical naturalness. For

example, small electron masses in quantum electrodynamics are technically

natural because chiral symmetry in the massless limit enforces

δm ∝ m (1.1)

However if we have a fundamental scalar φ then, outside of conformally invari-

ant theories, allowing its mass-squared to vanish does not enhance the sym-

metry; indeed explicitly calculating the radiative corrections one finds terms

like

δm2
φ ⊃

g2

16π2
Λ2, (1.2)

where g is the coupling of φ to a particle that can run in a loop of the two-

point correlator 〈φ(−p)φ(p)〉, and Λ is an ultraviolet (UV) cutoff for the di-

vergent integral. The hierarchy problem can be loosely phrased in the fol-

lowing way: if Λ2 is parametrically larger than the renormalised mass-squared

m2
φ = m2

φ,bare+δm2
φ, the cancellation on the right-hand side (RHS) of this equa-

tion between the bare value and radiative corrections requires parametrically

large fine-tuning; otherwise we would expect m2
φ = O( (g2/16π2)Λ2). However,

if Λ is to be understood as nothing more than a non-physical regulator to be

taken to infinity, our question is not well posed. This leads us to the more
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precise technical hierarchy problem, which we have when Λ is interpreted as a

physical cutoff, below which our theory is an effective theory. When we enter

the regime of the latter by integrating out heavier degrees of freedom at the

scale Λ, there will generically be corrections of this size to any scalar masses,

suppressed by however many loop-factors are necessary to couple the scalar to

these heavy particles7. Unless there is no new physics coupling to the Higgs at

any higher energy scale, we then return to the conclusion of the simple hierar-

chy problem that the Higgs mass should be O( (g2/16π2)Λ2). More concretely,

in the Standard Model we have a mass-squared O(100 GeV)2 and a correction

(y2
t /8π

2) Λ2 from the large coupling yt of the Higgs to the top-quark. We would

therefore require a cutoff Λ ∼
√

(8π2/y2
t ) 100 GeV = O(1 TeV). Taking the

cutoff instead to be the Planck mass MP ∼ 1018 GeV – the highest scale at

which the Standard Model without quantum gravity could be valid – requires

fine-tuning to one part in ∼1030.

The requirement for new physics fully explaining naturalness can be pushed

from 1 TeV to higher energies if the Higgs is a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson

(pNGB); I briefly review the idea of these little Higgs models in Appendix A.

(Note however that this still requires some new physics at the TeV scale –

specifically top partners – to cancel the top quark correction to the Higgs

mass.) Full explanations of naturalness, traditionally considered at the TeV

scale (rather than at the higher scale permitted by little Higgs) generally fall

into one of the three following camps. For the first two I will merely state the

idea without explaining details; a nice introduction to all three can be found

at [2], and there are several different sets of TASI lecture notes available on

these topics.

Firstly, quantum-gravitational effects effects may become relevant, requir-

ing extra dimensions. The Higgs could be the fifth component of a five-

dimensional gauge field; masslessness in the limit of the fifth dimension be-

7One might consider new physics at a scale Λ which does not couple to Higgs at any order
in perturbation theory; it would therefore not couple to any part of the Standard Model –
a fairly uninteresting scenario. Gravity at least must couple to the Higgs, as the latter has
mass and energy.
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coming large and flat means the Higgs is naturally light. Alternatively it could

be a fundamental scalar confined to a physical four-dimensional subspace – a

brane – with an effective momentum cutoff resulting from the extra dimensions

being warped [3].

Secondly, the Higgs may be composite, i.e. (extensions of) the idea of

Technicolour. It is a bound state of a fermion and an anti-fermion (techni-

quarks), which are confined by a new gauge group. Techniquark condensation

(i.e 〈q̄TCqTC〉 becoming non-zero) spontaneously breaks the global SU(2)L ×

SU(2)R symmetry of the techniquarks to the diagonal SU(2)V giving three

would-be Nambu-Goldstone bosons (NGBs) – technipions, by close analogy

with regular pions – which the hungry massless W and Z bosons eat instead

of the three would-be NGBs in the H doublet in the Standard Model. Tech-

nicolour in particular is more attractive with a little Higgs setup than with-

out [4, 5].

Thirdly, and finally moving to the topic of this thesis, a light fundamental

scalar may be protected by Supersymmetry (see [6] for an extensive introduc-

tion, review and many references; also [7, 8] for preliminaries), henceforth Susy.

Susy generators convert bosons into fermions and vice-versa; a supersymmet-

ric theory must therefore be constructed from objects called superfields, in

which half the degrees of freedom are bosonic and half are fermionic; each half

is said to be the superpartner of the other, with exactly the same quantum

numbers excepting spin. In such theories, radiative corrections to the mass-

squareds of scalars vanish at every order in perturbation theory: bosonic and

fermionic loops always come in pairs, with the same magnitude but opposite

sign. With Susy broken, but only softly – that is, where superpartners have

different dimensionful ‘couplings’ (including mass) but identical dimensionless

couplings – quadratic divergences still vanish, since the associated coupling

constant must be dimensionless for the diagram to have dimension two. There

are still logarithmically divergent corrections associated with the effective the-

ory where one particle has been integrated out but its superpartner has not;

such corrections are proportional to the scale of soft Susy breaking. In this
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manner we may have a light Higgs naturally.

Motivations for considering our universe to be supersymmetric are as fol-

lows.

1. The (technical) hierarchy problem as discussed.

2. The symmetry group for our physical laws increased in size until we ar-

rived at the Poincaré group. Coleman and Mandula’s no-go theorem [9]

‘proved’ (for a while) that there are no non-trivial extensions of this

group, i.e. that any extension would be the direct product of the Poincaré

group and internal (non-spacetime) symmetries. Haag,  Lopuszański and

Sohnius [10] found the loop-hole: non-trivial extensions are allowed but

only with fermionic symmetry generators, i.e. Susy. Susy is thus unique,

in a fairly profound way, among possible extensions of the Standard

Model. Intimately tied up with this feature is the widely believed unique-

ness of Susy (or more precisely its generalisation from a global to a local

symmetry – Supergravity) as a setting in which a spin-3
2

particle may

exist (see e.g. [11, 12]).

3. Susy is widely believed to be a requirement of consistent string theory,

and the latter is widely believed to be the correct framework for a de-

scription of gravity at the quantum level. The necessary existence of the

latter is thus a motivation for Susy.

4. The three independent gauge couplings of the Standard Model, when

evolved using the renormalisation group (RG) to an energy scale

O(1016 GeV), almost meet at a point. This suggests the tempting possi-

bility that with extra charged matter added at lower scales, they really do

meet (which tends to happen in Susy) and there is only one fundamental

gauge group: Grand Unification. There is strong historical motivation

for us to explain more phenomena with fewer principles. Proposing a

much enlarged field content, as we’ll see shortly is necessary, to solve

the one-parameter problem of making three lines meet at a point sounds
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like overkill. However in Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) there is an ex-

tremely large scale with new physics that couples directly to the Higgs,

thus removing any doubt about the applicability of the technical hierar-

chy problem. Grand Unification thus motivates Susy for two reasons:

(a) the superpartners modify the RG running of the gauge couplings in

a way that generally improves the extent to which they meet at a

single scale; and

(b) we fall squarely into the scope of the technical hierarchy problem,

and with Susy the unavoidable, physical, O(1016 GeV)2 contribu-

tions to the Higgs mass-squared sum to zero.

5. There is overwhelming evidence from astrophysical observations for the

existence of a new neutral particle which is stable on cosmological time-

scales – dark matter, see for example [13] for a review. Often we impose

a discrete Z2 symmetry called R parity on Susy theories in order to

suppress terms which would strongly violate experimental bounds on

proton stability. With R parity, the lightest new particle with opposite

charge to the Standard Model particles – the Lightest Supersymmetric

Particle (LSP) – is stable; if it is also neutral it is a dark matter candidate.

However introducing Susy and the plethora of necessary particles solely

for one of them to be dark matter is overkill – this problem may be

addressed more minimally than the (technical) hierarchy problem, one

example being with the Peccei-Quinn axion which also solves the strong

CP problem [14, 15].

6. On July 4th 2012 the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations announced their

independent discoveries at roughly 5σ confidence level of a new bosonic

resonance, with properties as measured so far coinciding closely with the

Higgs of the Standard Model, and mass ∼126 GeV [16, 17]. Now, Susy is

a broad collection of different theories with different properties; however

what’s common to almost all of them is that the Higgs mass mh is con-

nected to the electroweak gauge boson masses ∼MZ , and enjoys a special
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protection from radiative corrections. The authors of [18] studied mh in

both split Susy [19, 20, 21, 22] and high-scale/supersplit Susy [23], both

of which are versions of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

(MSSM, see Section 1.3). Split Susy decouples all scalar superpartners

of the Standard Model fermions while leaving all fermionic superpartners

light (with the possible exception of those of Higgs, according to taste);

high-scale Susy decouples all non-Standard Model particles. The finding

of [18] was that even sending superpartner masses to the Planck scale,

mh remains below 157 (143) GeV in split (high-scale) Susy. The impor-

tance of this result, beyond showing which models have mh ≈ 126 GeV

and which do not, is as an illustration of the robustness of the MSSM

prediction for mh = O(MZ): low-scale Susy gives both electroweak nat-

uralness and mh = O(MZ); in decoupling Susy we lose the former and

thus part of the motivation, but we are still left with the latter. This is

to be contrasted with the Standard Model, for which the prediction was

mh . 700 GeV for perturbative unitarity of WW scattering at the TeV

scale. From this point of view, Susy (or more precisely the MSSM and

its not-too-distant cousins) gave a slightly better prediction for mh than

the Standard Model.

Note that points 1 and 4b motivate weak-scale Susy; points 4a and 5 have a

slight preference for at least some Susy particles at the weak scale; points 2, 3

and 6 motivate Susy but without a preference for its breaking scale, which

could be anywhere up to MP .

Having motivated Susy, I now give a brief explanation of what it is.

1.2 The Superpotential

(See [8, 6] for much more thorough explanations than the sketch given here.)

As I have mentioned, a supersymmetric theory should be built from superfields.

Superfields can be considered simply as book-keeping devices, as they pair up

bosonic and fermionic fields with otherwise identical quantum numbers. More
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formally they are functions of superspace, X ≡ (xµ, θα, θ̄α̇), where θα=1,2, θ̄α̇=1,2

are two-component spinors of anti-commuting Grassman variables. The most

general function of X, expanded in powers of θ and θ̄ with xµ-dependent

coefficients, is of finite length: Grassman variables are nilpotent – they vanish

when squared. This polynomial is a reducible representation of the group of

Susy transformations, and irreducible representations (irreps) can be made by

taking subsets of the finite number of terms. Two such irreps are left-handed

and right-handed chiral superfields, each of which contains a single complex

scalar, a fermion of the denoted chirality, and an unphysical/auxiliary scalar

F . Expanding a left-handed superfield Φ in powers of θ and θ̄, the coefficient

of the θαθα term is F ; then following the rules of Grassman integration,

∫
d2θ Φ = F (1.3)

Under a Susy transformation F can be seen to change by a total derivative, and

so an action defined from a Lagrangian consisting of F -terms will be invariant

under Susy transformations. The product of left- (right-) handed superfields

transforms itself like a left- (right-) handed superfield under the Susy group,

and so the following Wess-Zumino Lagrangian is supersymmetric:

L =

∫
d2θ W (Φ) + c.c., (1.4)

where W (Φ) ≡ χiΦi +MijΦiΦj + yijkΦiΦjΦk (1.5)

The quantityW (Φ) is the superpotential – a holomorphic dimension-three func-

tion of all the left-handed chiral superfields Φi in the model. Writing the scalar

in Φi as φi, and with W (φ) the same function of these scalar fields as W (Φ) is

of the corresponding superfields, the contribution of the superpotential to the

regular potential V (φ) is

V (φ) ⊃
∑
i

∣∣∣∣∂W (φi)

∂φi

∣∣∣∣2 (1.6)
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where this has come from Eq. (1.4) followed by a replacement of each non-

physical F field by the solution of its (algebraic) equation of motion; the terms

on the RHS are thus referred to as F -terms.

The other contributions to the potential come from so-called D-terms,

which arise from supersymmetric gauge interactions. Spin-one vector bosons

associated with gauge symmetries live inside a different representation of the

Susy group called a vector superfield, with a fermionic partner called a gaugino

and an auxiliary scalar D field. The coefficients in front these different compo-

nent fields in the Lagrangian are fixed by Susy; however in the specific case of

a vector superfield for an abelian gauge symmetry, we can add to Lagrangian

an arbitrary extra amount of the associated D field: L ⊃ kD. This is the

Fayet-Iliopoulos term [24]. Arranging all of the φi in the theory into a vector

transforming in a (possibly reducible) representation of the full gauge group

with generators T a, the D-terms are

V (φ) ⊃ 1
2

∑
a

(ga φ
†
iT

a
ijφj + ka)2, (1.7)

where the gauge coupling ga is of course common to different generators of

the same gauge symmetry, but if the full gauge group is a product of different

groups there is one coupling for each of these groups.

1.3 The MSSM

To supersymmetrise the Standard Model we must place each of its fields (shown

in Table 1) into a superfield, and include one more superfield [25, 26], expand-

ing the set of degrees of freedom to those shown in Table 2. Each row (i.e. each

superfield) in Table 2 except the second one contains a field as in the Standard

Model, with a new bosonic or fermionic partner. The second row, Hd and H̃d,

is the new superfield. This is required, forcing us into a two-Higgs-doublet

model, for two reasons. Firstly the Standard Model mechanism of generating

masses for the charged leptons and down-type quarks through a coupling with

complex conjugate of the Higgs doublet is not possible due to the requirement
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that the superpotential be holomorphic. Secondly, our introduction of the H̃u

fermion violates the SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge anomaly cancellation conditions;

they are restored with an extra fermion of opposite hypercharge Y , such as

H̃d.

scalars fermions vector bosons gauge group
representation

Hu H̃u (1,2, 1
2
)

Hd H̃d (1,2,−1
2
)

Q̃i Qi (3,2, 1
6
)

ũi ui (3,1,−2
3
)

d̃i di (3,1, 1
3
)

L̃i Li (1,2,−1
2
)

ẽi ei (1,1, 1)

g̃ g (8,1, 0)

W̃ W (1,3, 0)

B̃ B (1,1, 0)

Table 2: The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model field content, organ-
ised by spin and representation under the SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge
group. i = 1, 2, 3 denotes the generation/family/flavour of the (s)fermion.

The superpotential of the R parity conserving MSSM is

WMSSM = yu,ijūiQjHu − yd,ij d̄iQjHd − ye,ij ēiLjHd + µHuHd, (1.8)

where, with the standard abuse of notation, the same symbol is used for a

superfield and its scalar component (for the Higgs fields) or fermionic com-

ponent (for the Standard Model fermions). In Eq. (1.8) SU(2)L and SU(3)c

gauge indices within each term are implicitly contracted to form a singlet.

The fermionic partners of the Higgs scalars and vector bosons are called

Higgsinos and gauginos respectively, with the latter consisting of a bino, winos

and a gluino. The scalar partners of Standard Model fermions take the name

of the corresponding fermion with the letter ‘s’ prepended: for example the
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left- and right-handed stops t̃L,R are the scalar partners of the left- and right-

handed chiralities of the top quark, and we define the sfermions and sleptons

etc. similarly. Non-Standard Model particles are collectively called sparticles.

In the two, complex, scalar Higgs doublets there are eight degrees of free-

dom. Three of these are the would-be NGBs that become the longitudinal

components of the W and Z bosons; the other five are the physical particles

h and H (CP -even and electrically neutral, h defined to be the lighter), A

(CP -odd and neutral) and H± (CP -even and charged). The couplings of h to

Standard Model particles become Standard Model-like in the decoupling limit,

where H,A,H± are all several times heavier than the Z boson; my earlier point

in the final bullet point of Section 1.1 about ‘the’ Higgs of the MSSM being

robustly of mass O(MZ) referred specifically to h. In this work, motivated by

the Standard Model-like couplings seen so far and non-observation of A or H±,

in the context of the MSSM I will always consider the ∼126 GeV resonance to

be h. At the time of writing, the possibility that this resonance is H is still

being debated – see [27, 28, 29].

With unbroken Susy, the boson and fermion in the same superfield have the

same mass. Non-observation of any superpartner degenerate with its Standard

Model partner means we have to add in masses for all the superpartners by

hand. At first glance this seems a lot to swallow, rather than simply conceding

that the model is false. However the subset of all particles in the MSSM that we

have discovered so far is exactly the subset of particles whose masses only arise

from electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), and the undiscovered subset is

exactly the group of particles whose masses are not tied to EWSB. This fact,

which we have not put in by hand, is highly encouraging.

The general tree-level vanishing [30] of the supertrace

STrM2 ≡
∑

all particles

(−1)s(2s+ 1)M2 = 0 (1.9)

where M is a particle’s mass and s its spin, means that spontaneous breaking of

Susy from within the MSSM will be phenomenologically unacceptable – some
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superpartners will be lighter than their Standard Model partners, whereas

we need them all to be heavier. Susy breaking must therefore be a higher-

order/quantum effect, mediated to the MSSM from elsewhere – the hidden sec-

tor. The three main approaches to achieving the mediation are through grav-

itational interactions, extra dimensions, or gauge interactions (see Part III).

Susy breaking results in mass-squareds m2
φ and Majorana masses Mλ̃i

for

all of the scalars φ = Hu.Hd, Q̃i, ũi, d̃i, L̃i, ẽi and gauginos λ̃i = B̃, W̃ , g̃ respec-

tively in Table 2. It also gives the trilinear mixing terms L ⊃ −ũiau,ijQ̃jHu +

d̃iad,ijQ̃jHd + ẽiae,ijL̃jHd + c.c.; each aij matrix is usually assumed to be pro-

portional to the corresponding Yukawa matrix. In the basis where these are

diagonal, we have for example a33 = ytAt; the stop trilinear mixing parameter

At gives potentially large corrections to the physical Higgs mass as we will

see in the following section. The final term arising from Susy breaking is the

dimension-two mixing term for the Higgs scalars L ⊃ −bHuHd + c.c..

In addition to the Susy breaking masses there is a single supersymmetric

mass parameter in the MSSM, for the two Higgs superfields: the µ term. This

completes the list of dimensionful terms in the MSSM. Those relevant for the

two CP -even electrically neutral scalars H0
u and H0

d are:

V ⊃ (H0
u (H0

d)∗)

|µ|2 +m2
Hu

−b

−b |µ|2 +m2
Hd

(H0
u)∗

H0
d

 (1.10)

For EWSB one linear combination of H0
u and H0

d must have a negative mass-

squared to destabilise the origin. The resulting VEV then lies partly along

the H0
u direction and partly along the H0

d direction, and is characterised by

tan β = vu/vd. It is instructive (and motivated – see Section 2) to consider

large tan β � 1; in this limit H0
u alone corresponds to the single CP -even and

neutral degree of freedom in the Standard Model H doublet. Its (negative)

mass-squared – the upper-left entry of the matrix in Eq. (1.10) – then leads

to all Standard Model masses. For example we have

− 1
2
M2

Z = m2
Hu + |µ|2 +O((tan β)−2). (1.11)
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An appealing feature of Susy, once it is broken, is the possibility of radiative

EWSB. Even if m2
Hu

is positive at the high-scale Λ where mediation of Susy

breaking to the visible sector takes place, Hu couples to the top sector via

the large top Yukawa coupling resulting in a strong tendency for m2
Hu

to be

pushed negative by RG evolution from Λ to the electroweak scale. This strong

radiative correction of m2
Hu

motivates us to write this explicitly it as

− 1
2
M2

Z = m2
Hu(Λ) + δm2

Hu + |µ|2 +O((tan β)−2). (1.12)

With this equation we are ready to discuss naturalness.

1.4 Naturalness Under Pressure

Probably the most common measure of naturalness or fine-tuning is the Barbieri-

Giudice measure [31], which can be calculated for UV-complete models where

a set of fundamental parameters pi set all of the masses at the scale Λ. For

a given point in pi space that results in the observed value of MZ (through

Eq. (1.12)), one calculates derivatives of logMZ with respect to log pi; MZ

is taken to be natural if all such derivatives are . O(1) – doubling a funda-

mental parameter at most doubles the resulting MZ . If one of the derivatives

is considerably larger than this, the associated pi needs to be finely tuned to

produce the observed MZ . However this measure does not penalise a situation

that we should still regard as unnatural.

If a single parameter p sets both m2
Hu

(Λ) and all of the (most important)

masses involved in the radiative correction δm2
Hu

, it could set these in such

a pattern that m2
Hu

(Λ) and δm2
Hu

happen to cancel each other out even if

each term separately is very large, and we have insensitivity of MZ to the

parameter p. This is known as focus-point Susy. However the cancellation

depends sensitively not only on this mass-setting pattern but also on the value

of the top Yukawa8, and weakly on the scale Λ; unless these three are linked by

8The squared top Yukawa is a prefactor to the δm2
Hu

– see Section 2.1 – so cancellation
between m2

Hu
(Λ) and δm2

Hu
to 1 part in N happens only for an ad hoc tuning of the top

quark mass to 1 part in 2N .
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some symmetry the cancellation is accidental. A natural theory, by contrast,

does not have large cancellations except those enforced by symmetries. (High

sensitivity to the imprecisely known top mass also makes it uncertain whether

such models have EWSB at all [32].)

A stricter criterion for naturalness is simply to ask that none of the terms

contributing to the right-hand side of Eq. (1.12) are dramatically larger than

1
2
M2

Z , in the manner of Kitano and Nomura [33]. This has the further ad-

vantage of allowing bottom-up deductions to be made, i.e. without knowing

the underlying high-scale theory, for example as was done in [34] to lay out

requirements on a natural spectrum.

The stop is the chief contributor to δm2
Hu

, and thus we require light stops

for naturalness. We can also see this intuitively – the Standard Model Higgs

couples most strongly to the top, so to protect it from strong radiative correc-

tions we want Susy broken as weakly as possible in the top sector. Searches at

the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), however, exclude squarks up to masses ex-

ceeding 1 TeV in the strongest cases [35]; these are when all three generations

of squarks are degenerate and decay to hard (see the glossary) jets and a light

LSP carrying away large missing transverse energy /ET .

One way to ease the tension between such bounds on squarks and the desire

for light stops is to change the way the squarks decay, for example to an LSP

which is only a little lighter rather than a lot lighter. In this case the jet which

is also produced in the decay is forced to be very soft (see the glossary), and

may fail to be detected or simply be less visible over the large backgrounds

(see the glossary) for soft jets. The final state (see the glossary) then has no

large visible or invisible transverse energy at leading order, but may still be

constrained due to the possibility of recoil against hard initial state radiation.

See [36] ([37]) where hard emission of a jet (photon) by the initial state in such

circumstances is studied.

A second method of weakening these bounds is, rather than removing the

visible energy, to remove the /ET by having the LSP decay through an R

parity violating coupling: see for example [38]. Hadronic R parity violating
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decays are a prime example of a signal with rich jet substructure – giving fat

jets with large masses and containing many subjets [39]. In [40] such decays

of boosted hadronising gluinos are found to show soft-radiation patterns as

expected from colour singlets, with generalisations of the N -subjettiness [41]

and pull [42] variables able to exploit this.

Thirdly, rather than hide the decay of the squarks one can suppress their

production cross-section while still keeping them light, by having the gluino be

a Dirac fermion rather than Majorana (requiring an extension of the MSSM

field content). Squark pair-production by t-channel gluino exchange is then

suppressed – see [43].

Finally, what is undoubtedly the most effective way to keep stops light is

to drop the assumption of approximate mass degeneracy between the three

generations of squarks, having the first two generations heavy and the third

generation light. Constraints on the latter alone are considerably weakened due

to direct production cross-sections suppressed by parton distribution functions,

and the less distinctive final state signals that may result, typically being too

similar to the large Standard Model top backgrounds. Indeed stops decaying

to tops and stable neutralinos can still be as light or lighter than the top

quark [44, 45, 46, 47], and a large number of alternative decays are possible,

particularly if one extends the MSSM.

The more minimal MSSM in which we keep light only the particles im-

portant for naturalness (including the stops) and decouple the rest (including

the first two generations of squarks) is referred to as Effective or Natural Susy,

introduced in [48, 49] and revisited more recently in [34, 50]. The authors

of [34] argued that the inter-generational squark mass splitting should be a

feature of the mediation of Susy breaking rather than an RG-running effect,

since same coupling that drives the latter effect also gives strong running m2
Hu

– precisely what we are trying to avoid9. Models which achieve such mediation

9An exception would be a heavy right-handed sbottom at large tanβ, which would cause
the left-handed stop to run lighter than the left-handed sup and scharm without driving
the running m2

Hu
. However it is the integral of the running stop masses that gives δm2

Hu
,

so their starting heavy but running light only half solves the problem; furthermore we need
both stops to be light, not just one. I therefore do not consider this possibility to contradict
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include [51, 52] where Susy breaking occurs via gauge mediation but with some

non-trivial interaction with flavour. In [51], the Standard Model gauge group is

supplemented by a gauged flavour symmetry broken progressively from SU(3)

to SU(2) to nothing; when this happens above the Susy-breaking mediation

scale Λ and both gauge groups are involved in the mediation, a light third gen-

eration results. In [52] the Standard Model gauge group splits, at high scales,

into one SU(5) group which mediates Susy breaking and one which does not

(with a bifundamental link field obtaining a VEV to break to the diagonal

group at low scales). The first two generations are charged only under the

mediating group; the third generation and Higgs fields are charged only under

the non-mediating group, and thus couple less strongly to the source of Susy

breaking.

The conclusion is that light-stop scenarios are desirable for naturalness, can

be realised in concrete models, and are not excluded by direct searches. They

are, however, in some tension with another experimental result – the putative

Higgs signal of mass ∼126 GeV. I discuss this in the following section.

the argument of [34].
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2 Optimal Naturalness

This section is based on my single-authored work [53]; the text here follows it

closely.

In the MSSM the tree-level mh is bounded from above by MZ cos 2β, and

saturates this bound in the aforementioned decoupling limit. Moderate to

large tan β (say 5 or greater) helpfully raises cos 2β (to 0.92 or greater). Even

then, as has long been known, some substantial combination of stop mass-

and stop mixing-induced corrections to mh is needed to lift it above the lower

bound of 114.4 GeV set by the Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP). A

∼126 GeV Higgs requires these corrections to be even more substantial, with

correspondingly worse implications for naturalness. Investigations of super-

symmetric Higgs bosons in light of the ∼126 GeV discovery has become a field

in its own right; at the time of writing [53], the interplay of parameters for

such a Higgs mass when looking agnostically at the MSSM had been studied in

[54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71]. Other works

at that time had shown the implications of such a Higgs mass in particular

models of Susy breaking, in extensions of the MSSM, or else had focused pre-

dominantly on issues relating to the decays of such a Susy Higgs into different

final states; the literature concerning all of these topics has continued to grow

since.

2.1 Leading-Order Analysis

The dominant radiative correction to the physics Higgs mass is

δm2
h ≈

3

4π2

m4
t

v2

[
log

(
M2

S

M2
t

)
+
X2
t

M2
S

(
1− X2

t

12M2
S

)]
, (2.1)

where v = 174 GeV, Xt = At − µ cot β and MS is an average of the two stop

masses. The second term in square brackets is the threshold correction to

the Higgs self coupling from integrating out both stops, and the first is the
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Standard Model Higgs self coupling beta function integrated (at leading log

order) from that threshold down to the top mass scale, where the running

Higgs mass coincides closely with the pole Higgs mass. From the first term we

see how large stop masses (which we don’t want for naturalness) help to boost

the Higgs mass (which we do want for mh ∼ 126 GeV). The second term – the

mixing term – comes to our aid: it too can be used to raisemh. Maximal mixing

refers to this term being maximal; it therefore allows minimal stop masses for

a given mh and thus is naively the most natural arrangement, motivating much

attention in the aforementioned literature and elsewhere. However the mixing

term, like the stop masses, also contributes to unnaturalness as we will see and

so a priori it is not clear that maximising it is the best thing to do.

Unnaturalness arises from excessive running of m2
Hu

. At one loop, the latter

is [72]:

16π2 d

dt
m2
Hu = 6y2

t (m
2
Q̃3

+m2
ũ3

+ A2
t )

+ 6y2
tm

2
Hu − 6g2

2M
2
2 −

6

5
g2

1M
2
1 +

3

5
g2

1Tr[Yf̃m
2
f̃
],

(2.2)

where t = log(Q/Λ), with Λ the high/mediation scale at which the soft Susy-

breaking mass terms are generated. One can roughly neglect the terms of

the second line10; keeping only the large stop-sector terms, taking these to be

constant and integrating gives the leading log expression

δm2
Hu ≈ −

3

8π2
y2
t (m2

Q̃3
+m2

ũ3
+ A2

t ) log

(
Λ

MS

)
, (2.3)

at a scale MS – the scale at which Eq. (1.11) holds most accurately [74, 75, 76].

Before connecting Eq. (2.3) to the physical Higgs mass mh, I note that it

10The effect of m2
Hu

on its own running is small if the leading log approximation is valid
(i.e. (one-loop factor)× log(Λ/MS) < 1). Then, since the overall radiative correction must
be substantial enough to turn m2

Hu
negative, the m2

Hu
term in the beta function must be

appreciably smaller than the other terms. The electroweak couplings are somewhat smaller
than y2t . While the trace term is a sum over all scalars, it couples only through g1 and is
‘relatively small in most known realistic models’ [6]. For example it vanishes at the high scale
in all models of General Gauge Mediation [73], and all models with universal scalar masses
(such as minimal supergravity) since Tr[Y ] = 0. Furthermore the running of the trace is
proportional to the trace itself. The wino term on the other hand may be appreciable [68],
but here I will be differentiating with respect to stop-sector terms, so this effect drops out.
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tells us something about stop naturalness on its own. It can be re-written

in terms of the stop mass eigenvalues: taking the tree-level stop mass matrix

without the subdominant electroweak D-term contributions, we have

δm2
Hu ≈ −

3

8π2
y2
t

[
m2
t̃1

+m2
t̃2
− 2m2

t +
(m2

t̃1
−m2

t̃2
)2

m2
t

cos2 θt̃ sin2 θt̃

]
log

(
Λ

MS

)
(2.4)

where θt̃ is the stop mass mixing angle. In [64] it was argued that the fi-

nal term in square brackets motivates mt̃1 ∼ mt̃2 for naturalness; then since

the left-handed stop shares a mass with the left-handed sbottom (mQ̃3
), non-

observation of sbottoms translates into constraints on both stops. However in

Eq. (2.3) we can define the average stop mass by 2M2
S = m2

Q̃3
+m2

ũ3
, and there

is explicit insensitivity to m2
Q̃3
−m2

ũ3
which will split the mass eigenvalues. The

discrepancy arises from the neglected cos2 θt̃ sin2 θt̃ factor in Eq. (2.4), which

goes to zero as we pull apart m2
Q̃3

and m2
ũ3

. We see that in fact the two mass

eigenvalues can be arbitrarily split without naturalness penalty.

I now want to find what Eq. (2.3) tells us in conjunction with the physical

Higgs mass-squared – Eq. (2.1) plus the tree level value ∼(MZ cos 2β)2. Firstly,

note from Eq. (1.12) that the value of |µ| required for the correct MZ depends

on the unknown high-scale value of m2
Hu

, and |µ| enters the physical Higgs

mass expression through Xt = At − µ cot β. However, (a) the aim for natural

Susy is |µ|/(100 GeV) . a few, (b) a large Higgs mass ∼126 GeV needs11

tan β & O(5), and (c) later we will arrive at At & O(1 TeV). Thus we expect

Xt to be very close to At without knowing the precise value of µ.

Secondly, we see that while the physical Higgs mass depends only on the

average stop mass MS, δm2
Hu

depends on both MS and the precise linear com-

bination m2
Q̃3

+ m2
ũ3

. We then must choose a definition of MS. Often this

is taken to be a geometric mean; the minimum (m2
Q̃3

+ m2
ũ3

) for constant

(m2
Q̃3
×m2

ũ3
)1/2 then provides weak motivation for m2

Q̃3
= m2

ũ3
. If instead the

linear average M2
S≡1

2
(m2

Q̃3
+ m2

ũ3
) is chosen, the orthogonal linear combina-

tion is entirely free as previously mentioned. A further alternative would be

11Unless one enters the realm of split or high-scale Susy MS & O(104,5 GeV), [18].
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to take an average of the mass eigenvalues mt̃1,2 : the dependence of δm2
Hu

on

the underlying parameters m2
Q̃3
,m2

ũ3
, At then shifts very slightly but becomes

much less transparent, as we have already seen. We can appeal to the limit12

log(Λ/MS) � log(mt̃2/mt̃1), in which the former log and thus δm2
Hu

has no

sensitivity to how MS is defined. We can thus take the aforementioned linear

average, so that the functions δm2
h and δm2

Hu
depend on the stop sector simply

through MS and At. Note that though other particles besides the stop make

smaller contributions to both the physical Higgs mass and unnaturalness, be-

low I will differentiate with respect to stop-sector parameters and so this effect

drops out.

Having now made δm2
h and δm2

Hu
functions of the stop sector through the

parameters MS and At only, we can find optimal naturalness – maximal δm2
h

for minimal δm2
Hu

– with Lagrange constrained optimisation. The solution of

∂

∂(M2
S)

(
δm2

h − λ δm2
Hu

)
=

∂

∂(A2
t )

(
δm2

h − λ δm2
Hu

)
= 0, (2.5)

where λ is the unspecified Lagrange multiplier, gives the most natural ratio

x ≡ A2
t/M

2
S, with the scale of one of these two dimensionful parameters freely

chosen thereafter. Using δmh at one-loop (2.1) and δm2
Hu

at leading log (2.3),

I find

xnatural ≡
(
A2
t

M2
S

)
natural

= 2 +

√
4 +

6(L− 2)

L− 1
∼ 5, (2.6)

with L = log(Λ2/M2
S). The solution is real for L > 8

5
, asymptotes to 2+

√
10 ≈

5.16 as L → ∞, and is already 5 for L = 7 (i.e. Λ/MS = 33) – thus it is

essentially constant over phenomenologically interesting mediation scales and

stop masses. That the optimal x should be close to six is not surprising: using

the logarithmic stop mass term to boost the Higgs mass requires exponentially

heavy stops and thus exponentially bad fine-tuning; whereas the stop mixing

term contribution to mh can be large even for small A2
t and M2

S, provided

their ratio is favourable. However the optimal x must in fact be less than the

12Λ/MS is very large in all but the most extreme cases; mt̃2
/mt̃1

cannot be large if we
integrate out both stops together to calculate the Higgs mass.
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maximal mixing value x = 6: decreasing it from 6 to 6−δ reduces the physical

Higgs mass by O(δ2) but increases naturalness by O(δ). We see that almost

maximal mixing is optimal.

2.2 Higher-Order Effects

Higher order effects of the stop on the physical Higgs mass can be taken into

account with the two-loop expression of [77]:

δm2
h =

3

4π2

m4
t

v2

[
1

2
X̃t + (1 +D)T + ε

(
X̃tT + T 2

)]
, (2.7)

with mt =
Mt

1 + 4
3π
α3(Mt)

,

α3(Mt) =
α3(MZ)

1 + 23
12π
α3(MZ)

,

T = log
M2

S

M2
t

,

D = −M
2
Z

2m2
t

cos2 2β,

X̃t =
2A2

t

M2
S

(
1− A2

t

12M2
S

)
,

and ε =
1

16π2

(
3

2

m2
t

v2
− 32πα3(Mt)

)

(which also includes the smaller, soft-mass independent, one-loop D-term

O(M2
Zm

2
t ) of [78]). The optimisation, Eq. (2.5), goes through exactly as be-

fore. The solution is the positive root of the following equation (which recovers

Eq. (2.6) as D, ε→ 0)

[1 + 2εT + L(−1 + ε− 2εT )]x2
natural

+ 4 [−1− 2εT + L(1− 3ε+ 2εT )]xnatural

− 6 [2 + 4εT + L(−1 +D − 2εT )] = 0 (2.8)

I show the variation of this solution with MS in Fig. 1; dependence on

tan β ∈ [5, 45] and the top quark mass uncertainty is negligible.

Two other approaches are trivially equivalent to using Eq. (2.5) to find
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Figure 1: The most natural ratio x ≡ A2
t/M

2
S obtained from maximising the

Higgs mass at one loop (red, dashed) and two-loop (blue, solid) for constant
electroweak symmetry breaking term δm2

Hu
, as a function of the average stop

mass MS.

xnatural. Firstly, one could invert the δm2
Hu

expression to find the function

MS(x)|δm2
Hu

for how the stop mass must vary as a function of x in order to

keep δm2
Hu

constant: from Eq. (2.3) this monotonically decreasing function is

MS(x)|δm2
Hu

= Λ exp

(
1
2
W−1

(
−16π2 δm2

Hu

(2 + x)Λ2

))
(2.9)

where W−1(. . .) is the lower branch of the Lambert W function13. The one-

parameter function δm2
h(x, MS(x)|δm2

Hu
) then gives the range of Higgs masses

possible for a given δm2
Hu

; the maximum occurs at xnatural.

Secondly, one could invert the δm2
h expression to find the functionMS(x)|δm2

h

for how the stop mass varies as a function of x for a constant Higgs mass. This

function is easily obtained from Eq. (2.7) which is a quadratic equation in

log(M2
S/M

2
t ); I plot it in the left panel of Fig. 2. The one-parameter function

δm2
Hu

(x, MS(x)|δm2
h
) then gives the range of δm2

Hu
possible for a given Higgs

mass, depending on the amount of stop mixing (x) one uses to achieve that

Higgs mass. The minimum occurs at xnatural. I plot this in the right panel of

Fig. 2, normalised to 1
2
M2

Z for a transparent indication of fine-tuning.

The different colours (line styles) in Fig. 2 correspond to different mh

(tan β), see the caption. We see that the greater the mh we require (and

13the multivalued function W (z) satisfying z = WeW , with the lower branch W−1 defined
in the interval (−∞,−1/e].
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Figure 2: x axis: x ≡ (A2
t/M

2
S). The left panel shows the average stop mass

MS required for constant Higgs mass mh; the right panel shows the fine-tuning
∆−1 ≡ |δm2

Hu
|/(1

2
M2

Z) that results. The mediation scale Λ is taken to be
105 GeV (1016 GeV would increase the fine-tuning by a factor ∼ 6). Red
curves (the lowest two) have mh = 115 GeV, green curves (the middle two)
mh = 119 GeV, and blue curves (highest) mh = 123 GeV. Dashed (solid) lines
have tan β = 8 (30). I take Mt = 173.1 GeV.

the lower tan β is), the larger x must be to even find a solution: no-mixing

scenarios are more limited in the Higgs mass they can reach before the mh

expression (2.7) breaks down. Indeed as was noted in [58], even using the

program FeynHiggs [79, 80, 81, 82] for a higher-order calculation, in the no-

mixing x = 0 scenario breakdown occurs before one can reach mh ≈ 126 GeV

and one must resort to a matching of the MSSM onto the Standard Model

(with RG evolution from MS to Mt resumming the large logs of this ratio of

scales).

The left panel of Fig. 2 illustrates the obvious fact that the smallest stop

mass for a given Higgs mass occurs at exactly maximal mixing x = 6. Close

inspection of the right panel shows the more subtle point that the lowest fine-

tuning occurs at almost maximal mixing. We see from the flatness of the curve

for x ∈ [5, 6], however, that the difference between the two is essentially nil.

2.3 Working Backwards – Finding The Stop Mass?

Varying MS while keeping x = xnatural fixed traces out the Higgs mass that

results in this most natural setting. Of course to go to the full Higgs mass from
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only the stop radiative corrections one must either neglect the corrections from

other sparticles (and so certainly steer clear of the large bottom-Yukawa regime

at tan β & mt
mb

), or else pick some ‘representative’ value for all other sparticle

masses and calculate their fixed contribution. I do the former in Fig. 3. I will

first explain the range of validity of Fig. 3 before discussing the uncertainty

arising from the top quark mass, shown with grey bands.

The Higgs mass expression (2.7) arises from the effective theory in which

both stops have been integrated out at a single scale MS, thus requiring

mt̃1 &
3
5
mt̃2 [77] which is tantamount to a lower bound on MS for validity of the

expression. The lower bound is minimal when m2
Q̃3
−m2

ũ3
(which I have argued

can be freely chosen) vanishes; I plot the resulting stop mass eigenvalues also in

Fig. 3. The bound mt̃1 &
3
5
mt̃2 can be seen to imply MS & 850 GeV. Eq. (2.7)

also does not contain higher-order logs O(log3(M2
S/M

2
t )), giving a correspond-

ing upper bound for its validity. Its accuracy is ∼ 2 GeV for MS . 1.5 TeV

[77].

Notice in Fig. 1 that at MS ∼ 1.3 TeV, xnatural becomes as high as 6

(and takes higher values still for MS & 1.3 TeV). This signals a breakdown in

my procedure, since the Higgs mass expression is a symmetric function of x

about the value 6, but naturalness always favours lower values to minimise At.

From Fig. 3, we see that at MS ∼ 1.3 TeV the derivative of the Higgs mass

with respect to MS vanishes14, which is purely an artefact of the truncated

expression. The Lagrange constrained optimisation, Eq. (2.5), is then solved

by the Higgs mass alone maximised with respect to both of its arguments,

with the Lagrange multiplier λ vanishing i.e. the naturalness consideration

decouples. Hence the solution is pushed onto exactly maximal mixing. Even

higher order terms in the Higgs mass expression would be needed to push this

breakdown point out to higher stop masses.

The authors of [85], following a similar analysis to [87], take the top quark

14Note that the derivative of interest is mh with respect to MS , with x held constant;
in Fig. 3 the latter is not constant. However it is varying sufficiently slowly that when
we instead hold it exactly constant, the relevant derivative still vanishes at the same point
MS ∼ 1.3 TeV.
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Figure 3: Blue solid lines, right-hand y axis: the tree-level stop mass eigen-
values mt̃1,2 , assuming m2

Q̃3
= m2

ũ3
. Red dashed lines, left-hand y axis: the

two-loop expression of [77] for the mass of the lightest CP-even Higgs boson
mh, valid for 850 GeV .MS . 1500 GeV. Further (grey) dashed lines indicate
the lowest mh compatible with the ATLAS Collaboration’s measurement mh =
(125.5±0.2 (stat)+0.5

−0.6 (syst)) GeV [83] and the highest mh compatible with the
CMS Collaboration’s measurement mh = (125.8± 0.4 (stat) ± 0.4(syst)) GeV
[84]. Curves are plotted as a function of the average stop mass MS, with
the ratio A2

t/M
2
S taking its most natural value as defined in Eq. (2.8) and

plotted in Fig. 1. Grey shading shows the Higgs mass uncertainty due to
the top quark mass uncertainty. Upper panels take the top quark pole
mass as measured by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations and the Tevatron:
Mt = (173.1±0.7) GeV [85]; lower panels take Mt = (173.3±2.8) as extracted
from the Tevatron’s σ(pp→ tt̄+X) measurement [86]. The left (right) panels
are for tan β = 9 (30).
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mass measurement relevant for calculation of the (Standard Model) Higgs mass

to be a combined measurement of the pole mass from the ATLAS and CMS

Collaborations and the Tevatron: Mt = (173.1±0.7) GeV. In [86] it was argued

that direct experimental measurement of the top quark pole mass gives a the-

oretically ill-defined quantity, and that a more theoretically rigorous approach

is to extract the running mass from measurement of the top pair production

cross-section, and thence obtain Mt = (173.3 ± 2.8) GeV. I show both cases

in Fig. 3; the choice of error in Mt has a striking effect on the Higgs mass

uncertainty.

An initial hope for this work was to see whether a given Higgs mass could

give an indication of the average stop mass, using the principle of optimal

naturalness to reduce the function15

mh ≈ mh(MS, x) → mh(MS)|x=xnat
(2.10)

The latter is shown in Fig. 3 with its uncertainty arising from the top quark

mass uncertainty ∆Mt; where it intersects with the observed Higgs mass, which

has its own error ∆mh, we see which stop masses are possible. Fig. 3 shows

that even with the simplification of Eq. (2.10), the uncertainties ∆Mt and ∆mh

alone make any inference of MS from mh very difficult. This is compounded by

a theoretical uncertainty in the calculation of mh, widely taken to be ∼3 GeV

[88] (or perhaps larger still for heavy or highly non-degenerate stops), and

the smaller contributions from the particles besides the stops. The smallest

MS compatible with the observed mh, found for large tan β and conservative

∆Mt, can be read off as ∼350 GeV; however the stop quark mass eigenvalues

are then too split to trust a calculation based on integrating them both out

at once (as discussed earlier). Fig. 3 also makes clear that even higher order

terms than the two-loop corrections to mh are necessary to constrain MS from

above, as the monotonic increase of mh with MS needs to be captured. (An

upper limit on MS without naturalness is given in [18] – a few 108 GeV for split

15Necessarily for a choice of tanβ; large but less than mt

mb
∼ 40 gives us a maximal Higgs

mass and without a fine-tuning penalty, which is clearly optimal.
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Susy and unconstrained for high-scale Susy; MSSM-to-SM matching is needed

to calculate mh with stops far beyond the weak scale.)

I consider RG improvement to go beyond a leading log expression for δm2
Hu

,

but relegate this to Appendix B as the discussion is more involved though

ultimately gives the same xnatural.

2.4 Implications

This study being analytic throughout, it is complementary to the many numer-

ical investigations of the Higgs in Susy performed recently, illustrating more

clearly the Higgs-stop-naturalness connection. I have shown that almost max-

imal mixing, with x ≡ A2
t/M

2
S slightly lower than 6, is optimal; though I have

also shown that the distinction between this case and maximal mixing x = 6

is academic. In other words to achieve a given Higgs mass mh, balancing At

and MS to optimise naturalness gives almost the same result as simply try-

ing to minimise MS. (Note that maximal mixing is not ‘needed’ to achieve

mh ≈ 126 GeV, as has been reported for example in [89] – Fig. 6 of [58] for

example shows that MS = O(5 TeV) is sufficient with no mixing – it is merely

a less tuned method of doing so.)

However conversely, even remaining in the MSSM, comparing how easily

different models accommodate a 126 GeV Higgs (a major focus of recent Susy

phenomenology) based on how light the stops are is misleading. A maximal-

mixing scenario will certainly have larger mh than a no-mixing scenario at the

same MS. But note that the reasoning of the previous paragraph applies to a

fixed mediation scale Λ. If the maximal-mixing scenario has much larger Λ than

the no-mixing scenario – e.g. if we take the former to represent supergravity

and the latter low-scale gauge-mediated Susy breaking (GMSB) – then it will

be more unnatural not only due to the large At but also due to large amount

of RG running, i.e. the large logarithm in Eq. (2.3). Taking Λ = 1016 GeV and

105 GeV as representative of these two cases, the former will have an unnatural

δm2
Hu

term ∼25 times larger; the two should thus compare their Higgs masses

with GMSB having stops (roughly
√

25 times) heavier than supergravity for
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similar fine-tuning, changing perhaps qualitatively the result of a comparison

at fixed MS, c.f. [57, 69]. The optimal situation in the MSSM is clearly (nearly)

maximal mixing with low-scale mediation: [90] and [91] realised this with the

introduction of large At terms into GMSB via Higgs-messenger superpotential

couplings.

Investigating whether minimal stop masses coincide with optimal natural-

ness, as done here for the MSSM, is particularly important for extensions of

the MSSM. Introducing a new particle which couples strongly to the Higgs, in

order to boost the latter’s mass without heavy stops, is naively good for nat-

uralness. However pushing this new coupling as far as it will go can easily be

imagined to introduce a new source of tuning somewhere in the theory (analo-

gous to the effect of large At on δm2
Hu

considered here). Exactly this effect in

the Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (NMSSM) was consid-

ered in [92]: the stop masses and mixing were kept small, and the naturalness

implications of NMSSM-specific contributions to mh calculated. These were

found to be a tuning of the lighter scalar’s couplings to hide it from current

collider constraints, in the case where the 126 GeV Higgs is the second-lightest

scalar; and worse tuning still when it is the lightest scalar, to undo the push-

down effect of level-repulsion between mass eigenvalues. Nevertheless these

tunings are at the level of 1 part in 5, making the NMSSM more natural when

compared to the inescapable tuning of 1 part in ∼100 in the MSSM to obtain

mh ≈ 126 GeV [54].
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3 The Higgs In The NMSSM

This section is based on my work [93] done in collaboration with Daniel Al-

bornoz Vasquez, Geneviève Bélanger, Céline Bœhm, Jonathan Da Silva and

Peter Richardson; the text has been mostly re-written.

3.1 Introducing The NMSSM

The NMSSM (see [94] for a review and original references) contains the same

field content as the MSSM – Table 2 – with the addition of a gauge-singlet

superfield S. The latter contains a neutral fermion – the singlino S̃, which

mixes with the four MSSM-like neutralinos to give χ0
i=1...5; together with a

neutral scalar and pseudo-scalar, which mix with the doublet-like/MSSM-like

h and H to give Hi=1,2,3, and with the MSSM-like A to give A1,2, respectively.

A major motivation for this extension is to solve the µ-problem of the

MSSM. From Eq.s (1.10) and (1.11) it is clear that |µ|2 cannot be consid-

erably greater than the Higgs soft mass-squareds (particularly m2
Hu

), or else

electroweak symmetry will not be broken. However this is precisely what we

would expect in the MSSM as µ is supersymmetric (appearing in the superpo-

tential) and hence its natural scale is the cutoff of the supersymmetric theory,

which we are imagining might be the GUT scale or beyond. To tie the size of

µ to the size as the soft terms one could appeal to the anthropic principle, but

since the latter may address the small size of the Standard Model Higgs mass

without Susy, a primary motivation is lost. Instead one can have an effective

µ term arise as the VEV of a new superfield, which only acquires a VEV due

to Susy breaking; in the NMSSM that new superfield is the gauge singlet S.

Generally of course the explicit µ term is also present, and by introducing

S there are two more dimensionful supersymmetric terms possible – a mass

and a tadpole for S – which also need to be suppressed well below values
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comparable to the cutoff scale in order to allow EWSB.

WNMSSM =WMSSM,Yukawas +WHiggs−only

with WHiggs−only = λSHuHd + µHuHd + χFS + 1
2
µ′S2 + 1

3
κS3

(3.1)

The three dimensionful supersymmetric terms – µHuHd, χFS and 1
2
µ′S2 – can

be forbidden with a Z3 symmetry, giving a scale-less superpotential only con-

taining terms with three superfields. If this discrete symmetry (or any other) is

exact down to the electroweak scale where it is spontaneously broken, cosmo-

logically unacceptable domain walls would exist between regions of space with

different charges under the symmetry – bubbles [95]. It is therefore desirable to

suppress such terms with only an approximate symmetry (see the discussion

in [94]).

The Z3 symmetry forbidding dimensionful supersymmetric terms also for-

bids three Susy-breaking terms: L/⊃− bHuHd + 1
2
m′2SS

2 +χSS + c.c.. The soft

terms that are present and contribute to the Higgs potential at tree-level are

− Lsoft,Higgs = m2
Hu|Hu|2 +m2

Hd
|Hd|2 +m2

S|S|2

+ (λAλHuHdS + 1
3
κAκS

3 + c.c.) (3.2)

The coefficients of these five terms, together with those of the two remaining

Z3-symmetric terms inWHiggs−only (that is, λSHuHd and 1
3
κS3) define the seven

parameters in the Z3-symmetric NMSSM Higgs sector: m2
Hu

, m2
Hd

, m2
S, Aλ,

Aκ, λ and κ. The three scalar mass-squareds can be traded for the observed

MZ , tan β, and the effective µ term µeff ≡ λ〈S〉.

The physical Higgs mass is boosted at tree-level, compared to the MSSM,

by the coupling to the singlet: a purely doublet-likeH1 hasm2
H1,tree ≤M2

Z cos2 2β+

λ2v2 sin2 2β with equality in the decoupling limit. Vanishing λ is the MSSM

case, for which mh plummets as tan β → 0; for λ = MZ/v ≈ 0.52, mh = MZ

independent of tan β; and λ > 0.52 is when we start seeing a boost beyond

what is possible in the MSSM: see Fig. 4. There is however an upper limit on

the size of λ at the low scale in order to have it not encounter a Landau pole
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Figure 4: The maximum value (achieved in the decoupling limit) of the tree-
level mass of a purely doublet-like H1 in the NMSSM: mh,tree =

√
(M2

Z cos2 2β+
λ2v2 sin2 2β). A singlet-doublet coupling of strength λ ≈ 0.7 is the maximum
allowed by perturbativity / absence of Landau poles for a range of tan β,
however as tan β approaches 1 a much smaller λ is required.

before the GUT scale – this upper limit is ∼ 0.7 but becomes much smaller

at low tan β. Pushing into the low-tan β large-λ region, which is desirable

for an enhanced tree-level mh, therefore pushes the viability of perturbation

theory. According to [96, 54] minimal tuning is achieved for maximally non-

perturbative λ (namely λ ≈ 2), where a Landau pole is encountered and at

the lowest scale permitted by precision measurements ∼10 TeV. This was chal-

lenged in [97] where, with a slightly different measure of fine-tuning, λ ∼ 1

was found to be preferred.

3.2 Scanning Parameter Space

In [93] my collaborators and I analysed the Higgs and collider phenomenology

of two scans of NMSSM parameter space which had been performed in [98,

99, 100] and explored in a predominantly astrophysical context. Details of

how the scans were set up can be found in the original works, however I will

summarise here.

• The key difference between the two scans was that the earlier one de-

manded a lightest-neutralino mass mχ0
1
< 15 GeV, motivated by hints of
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a signal in direct detection experiments [101, 102]. Since these did not

materialise into more concrete observation this requirement was dropped

for the second study, which contains points with arbitrary mχ0
1
. In our

work [93] we analysed the two cases separately, as mχ0
1
< 15 GeV requires

a delicate fine-tuning of parameters in order to be viable, and exhibits

some special features. The arbitrary mχ0
1

case was extended with an

additional exploration of the λ > 0.5, tan β < 5 region in order to study

in greater detail well-mixed light Higgs bosons with large singlet com-

ponent, which may enhance the signal strength (see the glossary) in the

Higgs to diphoton channel – see Section 3.4.

• A large number of independent ‘model’ parameters were defined at the

low scale, i.e. with no particular UV completion in mind. These param-

eters were taken to be the gaugino masses M1, M2 and M3; Higgs sector

parameters µeff , tan β, λ, κ, Aλ and Aκ (as discussed in the previous sec-

tion); flavour-blind soft masses for the left- and right-handed sleptons mL̃

and mẽ; common soft masses for the squarks of the first and second gen-

eration (Mq̃1,2) and third generation (Mq̃3), and a single non-zero trilinear

coupling, At. For the mχ0
1
< 15 GeV study three further restrictions were

imposed: a common soft mass was taken for both ‘chiralities’ of sleptons

(mL̃ = mẽ), squark masses were taken to be flavour blind (Mq̃3 = Mq̃1,2),

and the gaugino mass-unification relation M2 = 1
3
M3 was assumed. The

latter was taken to reduce the number of free parameters knowing that

the gluino does not play an important role in dark matter observables

for light neutralinos. For the later analysis without the mχ0
1
< 15 GeV

requirement these three conditions were relaxed, increasing the param-

eter space dimensionality by three. The spectrum and observables were

calculated from the model parameters using micrOMEGAs 2.4 [103] and

NMSSMTools 2 [104, 105, 106].

• Some experimental constraints were applied as simple pass/fail criteria,

while for others a likelihood was calculated, giving a goodness of fit for
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the model for that particular observable. A total likelihood (as the prod-

uct of all of the separate likelihoods) was calculated and used to help steer

the Markov Chain Monte Carlo’s parameter-space exploration towards

areas in better agreement with the full set of observables. Contributing

factors to this likelihood were:

– A comparison of the LSP relic density to the Wilkinson Microwave

Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) observed value ΩWMAPh
2 = 0.1131 ±

0.0034 [107], providing a constraint on the neutralino pair anni-

hilation cross-section in the primordial Universe. The relic den-

sity was calculated assuming Friedman-Robertson-Walker cosmol-

ogy, standard thermodynamics and the freeze-out mechanism. A

relic density deficit Ω < ΩWMAP calls for another type of particle to

(partially) solve the dark matter problem, or else a modification of

gravity (e.g. [108]).

– Dark matter direct detection limits from XENON100 [109], gamma

rays from dwarf spheroidal (dSph) galaxies probed by Fermi-LAT

[110, 111] and the radio emission in the Milky Way and in galaxy

clusters [112, 113].

– The anomalous magnetic moment of the muon: (g − 2)µ.

– Constraints included within NMSSMTools from b physics, and LEP

and Tevatron Higgs and Susy searches (including invisible decays

of the Z).

– Theoretical constraints, namely the absence of Landau poles and

unphysical global minima of the scalar potential.

In [93] we studied the effect of applying further constraints to these scans.

LHC searches for Susy were considered, in the form of the ATLAS Collabora-

tion’s 1.04 fb−1 jets+/ET search which I implemented and validated in [114].

For the reader unfamiliar with such searches, the points in this paragraph

may become clearer after the discussions in Section 7. As the standard tool

for the calculation of Next-to-Leading Order (NLO) cross-sections in Susy –
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Prospino[115, 116, 117, 118, 119] – is restricted to the MSSM, constraints were

derived at Leading Order (LO) unlike in Section 7. Without the K-factor (see

the glossary), which is O(1− 3) in the MSSM, these constraints are expected

to be slightly conservative. To derive them, events (see the glossary) were gen-

erated with Herwig++ 2.5.1 [120, 121] and analysed with RIVET 1.5.2 [122].

These limits are capable of excluding first and second generation squarks lighter

than 0.6 − 1 TeV and gluinos lighter than ∼ 0.5 TeV; however they rely on

large branching ratios of these particles into jets and a stable neutral particle

such as a neutralino. In the NMSSM with a singlino-like neutralino LSP, the

squarks and gluinos cannot decay to this LSP directly but must do via an

intermediate particle, frequently the second-lightest (MSSM-like) neutralino.

As noted in [123] this reduces the acceptance (see the glossary) into jets+/ET

search channels, as the extra step reduces the /ET and may result in leptons16.

A third factor which I observed being of equal importance is that even if the

intermediate state (between squark/gluino and LSP) decays into the LSP with

a jet rather than a lepton, there will be greater alignment between the /pT and

one of the jets, causing greater difficulty in meeting the angular separation trig-

ger ∆φ(jet, /pT ). For the mχ0
1
< 15 GeV scan, whenever the coloured sparticles

were light enough to be within reach of the LHC they were associated with

a singlino-like χ̃0
1. The jets+ /ET search has highly reduced sensitivity for the

aforementioned reasons and excluded very few of the points. For the arbitrary

mχ0
1

scan, however, the singlet sector particles were generally much heavier, so

that the LSP was not singlino-like. The MSSM-like q̃ → qχ̃0
1 and g̃ → qqχ̃0

1

decays then take place, resulting in the familiar limits mq̃ & 0.6 − 1 TeV,

mg̃ & 0.5 TeV.

The observation of increased alignment between /pT and a jet prompted me

to note in [93] the signal shown in Fig. 5. This arises in the case of a singlino-

like χ0
1 (forcing squarks to decay instead via χ0

2) and a Higgsino-like χ0
2 which

16Susy searches with leptons would then have greater sensitivity, but this typically does
not compensate for the loss of sensitivity in the 0-lepton search [123]; at first glance a
strange result since leptons are more striking objects over the quantum chromodynamics
(QCD) background, but when large /ET is replaced by modest +/ET and a modestly hard
lepton, backgrounds with W bosons become relevant.
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Figure 5: The jets+/ET signal arising in the NMSSM with a singlino-like LSP,
and a χ0

2 which is much lighter than the squarks and which decays to χ0
1 with

a Higgs (‘A or H’).

is (a) able to decay to χ0
1 with a Higgs (the latter going to bb̄) and (b) much

lighter than the squarks (making it boosted). The result is a /pT vector which

is sandwiched in between two jets, each consisting of two b quarks. In [124]

(Section 8 of this thesis) I showed the relevance of this topology to simpler

final states and many more classes of models, and how it can be exploited to

reconstruct mass peaks.

The main constraint we were interested in investigating in [93] was com-

patibility of the NMSSM with the first observation of the 126 GeV Higgs. At

the time this had also been studied in [54, 61, 125, 126, 127] (and our pre-

liminary results had appeared in [128]). Following the suggestion of [56] we

considered 122 < mh/GeV < 128 as the favoured range, within experimental

and theoretical errors. Note that the observed Higgs h can correspond to H1,

H2 or both at once (also in principle H3 is possible, though we did not find a

viable example). As well as having the correct mass, a candidate for the ob-

served signal must also have the correct signal strengths. These quantities are

measured in the experiments, normalised to a Standard Model-like Higgs and

denoted by µ, as the factor by which the expected signal should be multiplied

in order for the signal plus background to best agree with the observed events,

as a function of mh (see my discussion of blue-band plots in Appendix C).

Proton collisions can produce a Higgs in different ways, however the mech-

anism with the largest total cross-section (by a factor ∼10) for mh ∼ 126 GeV

is the fusion of two gluons. If cuts (see the glossary) are imposed, they can

have different acceptances for the different production mechanisms and thus
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preferentially select some more than others, possibly reducing the dominance

of gluon fusion. This is not the case for the cuts used in the three most sensitive

channels h→ γγ,WW,ZZ, and so for the signal strength in these channels a

good approximation is to consider the normalised production cross-section as

being given by the normalised coupling to gluons (squared):

σprod/σprod,SM ≈ g2
hgg/g

2
hgg,SM, (3.3)

RggXX ≡
g2
hgg BR(h→ XX)

g2
hgg,SM BR(h→ XX)SM

, (3.4)

and we takeRggXX as the signal strength in theXX channel, XX = γγ,WW,ZZ.

As a loose criterion for sufficient visibility to correspond to the observed sig-

nal, I separated out points with Rggγγ ≥ 0.4 for 2σ agreement with the most

significant measurement – h→ γγ as seen by the ATLAS Collaboration.

To supplement the Higgs constraints hard-coded into NMSSMTools, I in-

terfaced the latter to HiggsBounds [129, 130] for a further thorough check of

existing Higgs-sector limits (see also Section 7.2). The code for doing this is

available at [131].

3.3 Higgs Signals For mχ0
1
< 15 GeV

Firstly we considered the broader case of χ0
1 as only a partial contributor

to the observed relic density: 10%ΩWMAPh
2 < Ωχ0

1
h2 ≤ ΩWMAPh

2 (with the

lower bound admittedly somewhat arbitrary). In Fig. 6 I plot the distribution

of masses and diphoton signal strengths for H2. In our scan H2 is most often

doublet-like, i.e. with couplings like h in the MSSM, and thus values of mH2

extend roughly down to the LEP limit and up to 130 − 150 GeV. The four

colours are explained in the caption; black points are good candidate points –

at least one Higgs has mass ∈ [122, 128] GeV with Rggγγ ≥ 0.4. Fig. 6 shows

that this Higgs is almost always H2 in our scan, and for a handful of points it

is H1 (visible as black points with mH2 /∈ [122, 128] GeV).

The (normalised) diphoton signal strength can be seen to extend to much

lower values than the Standard Model value of 1. This is chiefly because with
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Figure 6: Diphoton signal strength Rggγγ as a function of the mass of H2 in
the scan with mχ0

1
< 15 GeV. Red points are ruled out either by jets+/ET

constraints (only three points) or by HiggsBounds 3.6.1; other colours pass
these constraints. Green points have no scalar with mass ∈ [122, 128] GeV,
blue points do have such a scalar (H1 and/or H2) but with Rggγγ < 0.4, and
black points have such a scalar with Rggγγ ≥ 0.4.

mχ0
1
< 15 GeV, at least one extra decay mode is open to the candidate Higgs

of mass ∼126 GeV: h → χ0
1χ

0
1. Furthermore, sufficiently efficient annihilation

of such light neutralinos for acceptable relic density is not found to be possible

without a resonant s-channel scalar A1 or pseudo-scalar H1 [98]. Hence either

A1 or H1 has mass ∼2mχ0
1
. 30 GeV, as shown in Fig. 7, and a Higgs-to-Higgs

decay is also open.

In Fig. 8 I plot only the (previously black) good candidate points, and show

the effect on the diphoton signal strength of competing beyond the Standard

Model (BSM) decays h → χ0
1χ

0
1, χ

0
1χ

0
2, A1A1, H1H1. One sees Rggγγ ≈ 1 −

BR(h → BSM), showing that the presence or absence of these decays is the

dominant factor controlling signal strength. In Fig. 9 I show how the branching

ratios for these decays are distributed amongst the good candidate points.

As an aside it is interesting to note that a light scalar or pseudo-scalar x,

with reduced couplings to standard model particles (to explain current non-

observation) but into which the Higgs can decay, is seen here in the NMSSM

but is a widely motivated phenomenon. For example a symmetry of the Higgs

potential explicitly broken by a small term in the Lagrangian will give a light
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Figure 7: Masses of the lightest scalar H1 and pseudoscalar A1, in the scan
with mχ0

1
< 15 GeV. The colour coding is as in Fig. 6.
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Figure 9: Unit-normalised distributions of the different BSM decay channels
for good candidate points (those with a scalar of mass ∈ [122, 128] GeV and
Rggγγ ≥ 0.4), in the scan with mχ0

1
< 15 GeV.
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degree of freedom strongly coupled to the physical Higgs (see the more detailed

discussion in [132]). The decay of x following h→ 2x is model dependent, and

many possibilities have been considered. One example is a decay to gluons

which suffers from a huge QCD background [133], however a boosted h→ 2x→

4g fat jet has characteristic (and intuitive) jet substructure [134, 135]: the two

hardest subjets are likely to have small masses (equal to mx), they are likely

to have similar masses, and they are likely to be much harder than the third

hardest subjet. Other possible decays include those to taus [136, 137], taus

and muons [132], charm quarks [138], and generic combinations of hadronic

and missing energy [139].

A lighter Higgs could of course be produced directly, as well as via the decay

of the 126 GeV Higgs. The substantial singlet component necessary to escape

existing constraints suppresses the coupling to Standard Model particles. In

the NMSSM (and other type II two-Higgs-doublet models [140]) couplings to

leptons and down-type quarks are enhanced by tan β, possibly enhancing the

associated production of the lighter Higgs with a b quark, followed by a decay

to 2τ . In this scan however we found an H1bb coupling equal to the Standard

Model value at most.

Finally we checked the effect of requiring that points in the scan have a

relic density within 1σ of the WMAP observed value (rather than merely not

exceeding it). This depleted the density of points surviving all constraints

apparently uniformly, without causing any further noticeable correlations in

the Higgs signals.

3.4 Higgs Signals For Arbitrary mχ0
1

The condition mχ0
1
< 15 GeV required a fine tuning of parameters to be

viable, as I have mentioned, and forced the lightest scalar or pseudo-scalar

to have mass ∼2mχ0
1

(and thus necessarily be singlet-like). The scan without

this condition typically gave rise to χ0
1 considerably heavier than 15 GeV,

which can annihilate efficiently through exchange of a Z or light slepton, and

therefore do not require (part of) the singlet sector to be light for acceptable
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Figure 10: Diphoton signal strength Rggγγ as a function of the mass of H1

(left panel) and of H2 (right panel), in the scan with arbitrary mχ0
1
. In the

left panel most points are on top of one another at high mass and high Rggγγ.
The colour coding is as in Fig. 6 except jets+/ET constraints are not checked.
Plots by Daniel Albornoz Vasquez.

relic density. Indeed in this scan the singlet sector is generally heavier than

in the previous one, and H1 rather than H2 is usually the candidate with

mass ∈ [122, 128] GeV.

Again we started by considering χ0
1 as simply a contributor to the observed

relic density, now without a lower bound: Ωχ0
1
h2 ≤ ΩWMAPh

2. In Fig. 10 I

show plots made by my collaborator Daniel Albornoz Vasquez illustrating the

distribution of diphoton signal with mass, for all such points. Constraints

from HiggsBounds 3.6.1 have been checked, those from jets+/ET searches

have not (yet). Very strong enhancement of the H1 diphoton signal strength

is seen, though mostly for masses below ∼126 GeV. For both H1 and H2 a

modest enhancement O(2) is seen in the favoured mass range. This is possible

when the singlet scalar eigenstate is close in mass to the lightest doublet-like

scalar, such that the singlet nature of the former partially mixes into the latter,

suppressing the largest Higgs decay width Γh→bb̄ and permitting an increased

branching ratio to two photons as explained in [141, 125].

Such a mechanism for enhancing the diphoton signal strength is weakly

motivated by (statistically insignificant) excesses observed particularly by the

ATLAS Collaboration – currently at the level 2.4σ [142, 143] – and previously

by the CMS Collaboration (no more – [144]). Let us understand it in greater

detail. With the matrix Sig relating the gauge eigenstate scalars g = H0
u, H

0
d , S
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to the mass eigenstates Hi=1,2,3, the modified couplings are at tree-level:

gHibb
gHibb, SM

=
Sid

cos β
, (3.5)

gHiV V
gHiV V, SM

= Sid cos β + Siu sin β (3.6)

The latter is relevant because the decay of a Higgs to two (massless) photons is

purely loop induced, dominantly through a W loop, thus strongly correlating

the coupling to γγ with the coupling to WW . If the coupling to WW is

decreased exactly in line with the coupling to bb, the diphoton signal strength

will remain Standard Model-like (unless new light charged particles enhance

the coupling of the Higgs to photons). Comparing Eq.s (3.5) and (3.6) we

see that the diphoton signal strength is not enhanced when cos β = 1, which

means the bottom-type Yukawas are exactly Standard Model-like; mixing a

singlet with the doublet state then depletes all couplings uniformly, as would

happen in the Standard Model, preventing modification of branching ratios.

We see that non-trivial mixing between the two doublet states (Hu and Hd) is

required in addition to mixing with the singlet.

As for the scan with mχ0
1
< 15 GeV, we checked the effect of requiring χ0

1 to

make up all of the WMAP observed relic density (within 1σ). This eliminated

all of the points in our scan where the diphoton signal strength was appreciably

enhanced, 1 . Rggγγ . 2 (leaving a new maximum Rggγγ of 1.06). These points

had a light singlet scalar, m2
S = (κµeff/λ)(Aκ+4κµeff/λ) [145, 94], by virtue of

a small µeff . 200 GeV. This leads to some amount of Higgsino component in

χ0
1, allowing it to annihilate more efficiently and reducing the relic density (in

our case always below ΩWMAPh
2). Nevertheless in [63] an enhanced diphoton

rate was found in the NMSSM with a WMAP-compatible relic density; note

that small µeff helps to make the singlet scalar lighter, but is not the only way

of doing so.

For these WMAP-saturating points, and further specialising to those with

122 < mh/GeV < 128, I checked jets+/ET constraints17 as mentioned in Sec-

17A restricted application of LHC Susy search limits was chosen as they are computa-
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Figure 11: Diphoton signal strength plotted against mχ0
1

and against a dimen-

sionless measure of the extent to which the h→ χ0
2χ

0
1 decay is off shell, namely

(mh −mχ0
2
−mχ0

1
)/mh. Points from the scan with arbitrary mχ0

1
, passing all

considered constraints and with 122 < mh/GeV < 128 are shown.

tion 3.2. This eliminated all points with mq̃ . 0.6 − 1 TeV, mg̃ . 0.5 TeV,

without further correlating other observables related to the Higgs signals. In

Fig. 11 I plot the diphoton signal strength for remaining points against mχ0
1
,

and against a dimensionless measure of the extent to which the h → χ0
2χ

0
1

decay is off shell: (mh−mχ0
2
−mχ0

1
)/mh. The cause of Rggγγ < 1 is apparent.

tionally very expensive to check, requiring the generation of at least 104 hadron-level events
for each model point. Doing this for exponentially large numbers of model points should
be discouraged for environmental reasons, especially when there is questionable physical
insight to be gained by doing so. Examples include model points which can be discarded
as physically uninteresting for some other reason, and model points with similar branching
ratios and kinematics to the simplified or constrained models for which the cross-section
limits have already been interpreted as mass limits.
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Part III

Gauge-Mediated Susy Breaking

4 Introduction

As mentioned in Section 1.3, Susy breaking must occur in a hidden sector

and be mediated to the visible sector (containing the MSSM), with the three

main candidates for the mediator being gravitational interactions, extra di-

mensions, and gauge interactions. In this part of the thesis I will discuss some

phenomenological aspects of the last of these cases – gauge-mediated Susy

breaking (GMSB).

4.1 R Symmetry And Susy Breaking

One of the relations of the Susy algebra is that the Hamiltonian is a positive

semi-definite sum of the fermionic generators. This means that, for a Susy

theory, the vacuum |0〉 has unbroken Susy if and only if it has vanishing en-

ergy; Susy is broken if and only if the vacuum energy is strictly greater than

zero. To describe our universe with Susy (which is necessarily broken) we then

must ensure either that the RHS of Eq. (1.6) is greater than zero (F -term

breaking) or that the RHS of Eq. (1.7) is greater than zero (D-term breaking).

Phenomenological problems with the latter have concentrated most efforts on

the former, with non-vanishing F -terms widely considered to be necessary (not

just sufficient).

R symmetry is a symmetry of the Lagrangian but not the superpotential:

it is the continuous symmetry

θ, dθ, W (Φ), L → eiαθ, e−iαdθ, e2iαW (Φ), L (4.1)

Under this symmetry the superpotential has charge 2: we write R(W ) = 2.

In [146] a deep connection between R symmetry and dynamical F -term Susy
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breaking was established for generic, calculable theories. Dynamical Susy

breaking models are those in which none of the mass scales associated with

Susy breaking are put in by hand – all are generated by dimensional trans-

mutation, being of the form MP e
−a/g2 , with a = O(4π2). Calculable theories

are those with a limit in which (asymptotically free) gauge dynamics can be

integrated out at some scale, leaving an effective theory with only chiral super-

fields and no gauge fields (or gauge fields which do not couple to the remaining

light chiral fields). These chiral superfields Φi=1...N can then be charged under

global symmetries, and there are exactly three possibilities.

• There are no global symmetries. The superpotential W is a function

of N variables; the vanishing of the RHS of Eq. (1.6) amounts to N

constraints for the existence of a supersymmetric vacuum.

• There is no R symmetry but there is a non-R symmetry, with l gener-

ators. W must be a sum of terms with zero charge, and so must be a

function on N− l variables; a vanishing RHS of Eq. (1.6) thus gives N− l

constraints (with l constraints trivially satisfied).

• There is an R symmetry.

If the superpotential is generic – that is, all terms not forbidden by symmetries

are non-zero – then in the first two cases a solution can be found and the

vacuum is supersymmetric. AnR symmetry is thus necessary for Susy breaking

in the true vacuum. This does not yet show, however, that Susy breaking

is possible even then. Now consider that the R symmetry is spontaneously

broken, with Φ1 (say) getting a VEV, and R(Φ1) = q1. Since R(W ) = 2 we

can write W = Φ
2/q1
1 f(Φ′i=2,...N), where Φ′i = Φi/Φ

qi/q1
1 and f is an arbitrary

function of these N − 1 uncharged ratios of fields. The vanishing of the RHS

of Eq. (1.6) now amounts to N constraints on N − 1 variables, which for a

generic superpotential cannot be solved; therefore the vacuum energy is greater

than zero everywhere in field space and Susy is broken in the vacuum. A

spontaneously broken R symmetry is thus sufficient for Susy breaking. These
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separate necessary and sufficient conditions are together called the Nelson-

Seiberg Theorem.

Closely related to the Nelson-Seiberg Theorem is the theorem of Shih [147]

for O’Raifeartaigh models of Susy breaking [148] with a single pseudo-modulus18.

This states that a sufficient condition for Susy breaking is an R symmetry and

a least one field with an R charge not equal to either 0 or 2, under all con-

sistent charge assignments (including e.g. mixing of the U(1)R with another

global U(1)). Recently a stronger version of the Nelson-Seiberg Theorem has

been proposed [149]: for a calculable theory with a generic superpotential, a

necessary and sufficient condition is that there are more fields with R charge

2 than with R charge 0 under all consistent charge assignments.

An important ramification of the Nelson-Seiberg Theorem is that it pushes

us towards metastable Susy breaking (see e.g. [150]). If the R symmetry is bro-

ken spontaneously, there is an exactly massless NGB – the R axion – which is

ruled out by astrophysical and experimental bounds [151, 152]. If the R sym-

metry is broken explicitly, the R axion becomes a permissible pNGB; but since

the Lagrangian is not R symmetric there is a supersymmetric vacuum. As the

explicit breaking tends to zero, however, the supersymmetric vacuum ‘moves

out to infinity’ away from a local minimum of the potential at finite field

strengths (which should exist for metastability), making the latter arbitrarily

long-lived. The ISS model of [153] is the prototypical model of this sort.

4.2 The Gauge Mediation Parameter Space

General Gauge Mediation (GGM), defined in [73], is the collection of all models

where the Susy-breaking hidden sector decouples from the supersymmetric

MSSM as the Standard Model gauge interactions are turned off. GGM allows

up to six parameters ΛG,r, ΛS,r (r = 1, 2, 3) for specifying the gaugino and

18A modulus is a direction in field space which is classically massless; a pseudo-modulus is
a modulus which becomes massive in the quantum field theory due to radiative corrections.
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sfermion masses at some high scale characterising the hidden sector:

Mλr =
αr
4π

ΛG,r , (4.2a)

m2
f̃

= 2
3∑
r=1

C2(f, r)
α2
r

(4π)2
Λ2
S,r , (4.2b)

where C2(f, r) is the quadratic Casimir of the matter representation f under

the gauge group r, and a GUT normalisation of α1 is used: g1 =
√

(5/3)g′. The

Λ parameters are all-order correlators of the (possibly strongly coupled) hidden

sector. GGM was further developed in [154], in which the following remark is

relevant: “the fact that the gaugino masses are complex. . . implies that GGM

does not solve the Susy CP problem. So additional mechanisms (such as an

R-symmetry as in [155], or having the hidden sector be CP invariant) must

be invoked to explain why the gaugino masses are real. . . we will assume that

such a mechanism is at work and only consider CP invariant theories, so that

the parameter space of GGM spans R6.” Also in [154] is an existence proof

for the possibility of fully spanning this six-dimensional model space.

The relations (4.2) allow exploration of GGM phenomenology in blissful

ignorance of the hidden sector dynamics, by scanning through ΛG,r, ΛS,r. It is

instructive however to consider concrete models with more restricted parameter

spaces, for which the Λ parameters can be calculated. The simplest GMSB

superpotential consistent with gauge-coupling unification is W = λXΦ̃Φ, with

the Φ̃Φ messenger pair in the vector-like 5⊕5̄ representation of the SU(5) gauge

group. All information about Susy breaking relevant to the visible sector is

parameterised in the (gauge-singlet) spurion superfield X which, due to some

unknown but ideally dynamical Susy breaking in the hidden-sector, acquires

a VEV 〈X〉 = M + θ2F . The gaugino (sfermion) masses that result can be

calculated either explicitly with one-loop (two-loop) diagrams [156, 157, 158]

or more simply using wavefunction renormalisation [159]; in the language of

the Λ parameters of Eq. (4.2) they are

W = λXΦ̃Φ =⇒ ΛG = ΛS =
F

M
, (4.3)
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where a suppressed gauge-group index r on a Λ parameter implies a common

value across the gauge groups. Eq. (4.3) is corrected by terms of higher order in

F/M2; in practice we often consider this dimensionless parameter to be small,

so that the effective theory below the scale M has only soft Susy-breaking

effects19.

The simple superpotential (4.3) has all six Λ parameters equal; their split-

ting and independency comes from more general superpotentials. I will demon-

strate this with just the fundamental representation of SU(5). Only up to four

independent scales will be obtained: we always have ΛG,1 = 3
5
ΛG,2 + 2

5
ΛG,3 and

Λ2
S,1 = 3

5
Λ2
S,2 + 2

5
Λ2
S,3 according to the relative hypercharges of the doublet l

and triplet q components of the SU(5) fundamental when decomposed20 onto

SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1).

As discussed in many places, such as [160, 161, 155, 162, 163] (this list is

not selective), one can generalise (4.3) with (a) multiple 5⊕ 5̄ messengers, (b)

multiple spurions (or equivalently supersymmetric messenger mass terms), and

(c) doublet-triplet splitting, i.e. independent Yukawa couplings for the doublet

l and triplet q components of the 5. I summarise these 2× 2× 2 possibilities

– corresponding to using or not using each of these three generalisations – in

Tables 3 and 4. The resulting soft terms follow from (4.3) with no further

computation:

• Multiple messengers. Each messenger appears in the one-loop gaugino

mass diagrams and the two-loop sfermion mass-squared diagrams, and

so contributes additively to ΛG and Λ2
S. Therefore generalising Φ →

Φi=1...N , with the Yukawa coupling λ becoming a matrix in messenger

19With the superpotential Eq. (4.3) the mass given to the messenger pair Φ̃Φ is M for
the fermion and

√
(M2±F ) for the two scalar degrees of freedom; note that this symmetric

Susy breaking obeys Eq. (1.9) as it is a tree-level effect. Thus F < M2 is necessary to avoid
tachyonic messengers, and F �M2 avoids a hard Susy breaking theory where one messenger
scalar m2

φ2
= F +M2 has been integrated out but the other m2

φ1
= F −M2 has not. Susy

broken only softly is necessary for a wavefunction renormalisation calculation [159].
20In [154] it is shown that decomposing the total messenger sector into separate irreps with

respect to the Standard Model SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1), each irrep contributes additively to ΛG,r
and Λ2

S,r, in proportion to its Dynkin index with respect to gauge group r. Contributing
linearly to ΛG,r but in quadrature to ΛS,r means a single irrep can result in up to two free
parameters; six independent ΛG,r,ΛS,r therefore requires at least three different irreps, for
example as in the 10 representation of SU(5). The fundamental has only two: q and l.
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flavour space λij, has the effect

ΛG = ΛS =
F

M

Φ→Φi=1...N−−−−−−−→ ΛG =
N∑
i=1

F

M
, Λ2

S =
N∑
i=1

(
F

M

)2

, (4.4)

provided we can diagonalise λij giving a basis in which the messengers

are independent (more in this later).

• Multiple spurions. In Eq. (4.3), note that F/M is really λF/λM , since

these dimensionful parameters only occur in conjunction with the Yukawa

couping in the superpotential. Thus generalising to multiple spurions,

λX → λaXa, replaces λF/λM by λaFa/λ
bMb in the soft masses. Unless

Fa/Ma (no sum over a) is independent of a, the Yukawa coupling no

longer cancels in this ratio.

• Doublet-triplet splitting. Even if the Yukawa couplings of l and q to

the spurion are equal at the GUT scale, as would be required by gauge

invariance under the GUT group, the breaking of the GUT group will

cause these couplings to run differently at lower scales [164]. The Yukawa

coupling λ becomes λ2 in the expressions for ΛG,2 and ΛS,2, and λ3 in

the expressions for ΛG,3 and ΛS,3.

Any matrix can be diagonalised by a bi-unitary transformation; rotating

Φ̃i and Φj independently we can always have diagonal λijX = λij(M + θ2F ).

For multiple spurions Xa with non-universal Fa/Ma (no sum), λaijMa is not

aligned in messenger flavour space with λaijFa, and so each requires a different

bi-unitary transformation. Said differently, the required rotation in messenger

flavour space must involve θ and thus not commute with Susy transformations.

Such a rotation can be performed but it will necessarily mix the scalar and

fermionic components of the messengers differently in the Kähler potential,

and so one cannot integrate out each messenger separately21. This encourages

restriction of the couplings λaij to diagonal form λai , in which case the simple

logic of the multiple messenger and multiple spurion bullet points preceding

21Thanks to Alberto Mariotti for pointing this out.
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Table 3: Manifestly SU(5) symmetric messenger Φ̃Φ

1× (5⊕ 5̄) N × (5⊕ 5̄)

1×X W = λX Φ̃Φ W = λij X Φ̃iΦj

ΛG = ΛS = F
M

ΛG = N F
M
, ΛS =

√
N F

M

NX ×X

W = λaXa Φ̃Φ W = λaij Xa Φ̃iΦj

ΛG = ΛS = λaFa
λbMb

?−→
∑
i

λai Xa Φ̃iΦi

ΛG =
∑
i

λai Fa
λbi Mb

,

Λ2
S =

∑
i

(
λai Fa
λbi Mb

)2

Table 4: Doublet-triplet-split messenger l̃l, q̃q

1× (5⊕ 5̄) N × (5⊕ 5̄)

1×X W = λ2X l̃l + λ3X q̃q W = λ2ij X l̃ilj + λ3ij X q̃iqj
ΛG = ΛS = F

M
ΛG = N F

M
, ΛS =

√
N F

M

NX ×X

W = λa2 Xa l̃l + λa3 Xa q̃q W = λa2ij Xa l̃ilj + λa3ij Xa q̃iqj

ΛG,2 = ΛS,2 =
λa2Fa
λb2Mb

?−→
∑
i

λa2iXa l̃ili + λa3iXa q̃iqi

ΛG,3 = ΛS,3 =
λa3Fa
λb3Mb

ΛG;r=2,3 =
∑
i

λar;i Fa

λbr;iMb
,

Λ2
S;r=2,3 =

∑
i

(
λar;i Fa

λbr;iMb

)2

this paragraph suffices to calculate the tricky case of multiple messengers and

multiple spurions.

Restriction to a diagonal messenger-spurion coupling is also necessary in

general, as noted in [162], to suppress potentially tachyonic hypercharge D-

term contributions to sfermion masses. This is because a diagonal form ensures

the existence of a messenger parity, defined in [160], where the messenger sector

is unchanged at tree level by Φi, Φ̃i, V → Φ̃i,Φi,−V (with V a gauge field).

This parity forbids the troublesome hypercharge term. It is an approximate

symmetry only, necessarily broken by the visible sector couplings with the

gauge fields, but this is enough to make the hypercharge term arise safely at
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three or more loops instead of at one loop.

A different approach to calculating the soft terms for multiple messengers

and spurions is taken in [155], which I will summarise below. One can rotate

in the basis of spurions to give just one spurion that has an F -term, plus a

supersymmetric mass matrix. Explicitly:

λaijXa = λaij(Ma + Fa θ
2)

= (
Fa
F1

λaij) (M1 + F1 θ
2) + λaij(Ma −

Fa
F1

M1)

≡ λijX +mij

(4.5)

The explicit spurion-relabelling symmetry of the LHS is implicit in the RHS

due to a freedom to shift an arbitrary amount of the supersymmetric part of

the spurion into the supersymmetric mass matrix:

λijM +mij = λij(M +M ′) + (mij − λijM ′). (4.6)

In the spurion basis defined by the rotation in Eq. (4.5), the authors of [155]

assume a non-trivial R symmetry (i.e. R(X) 6= 0). This uniquely specifies the

splitting in Eq. (4.6), and picks out one spurion from amongst theXa as unique,

since the charged and uncharged terms cannot mix; in this way the spurion

re-labelling symmetry is seen to disappear from both the LHS and RHS of

Eq. (4.5). (Note that if the R symmetry existed in the pre-rotation basis Xa,

is might prevent rotation to the single-spurion form; an alternative to the idea

of rotation is of course a set up where there genuinely is just one spurion and

supersymmetric masses for the messengers.) For any λij and mij consistent

with the R symmetry (which enforces λij = 0 if mij 6= 0 and mij = 0 if λij 6= 0)

the soft masses are then calculated as

ΛG = F ∂X log det(λijX +mij) |X=M =
nF

M

with n =
1

R(X)

N∑
i=1

(2−R(Φi)−R(Φ̃i))),
(4.7a)
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Λ2
S =

1

2
|F |2 ∂2

∂X∂X∗

N∑
i=1

(
log |Mi|2

)2 |X=M (4.7b)

where Mi is the ith eigenvalue of Mij = λijX + mij. I add to Eq. (4.7b)

only the comment that it is necessary for the interest of the setup that the

diagonalisation of Mij does not respect the R symmetry. Otherwise, each

eigenvector Mi is a state of definite R charge, with an eigenvalue which is

either a coupling to the spurion or a supersymmetric mass; there are n of the

former and N − n of the latter kind of eigenvector. Eq. (4.7b) then evaluates

trivially to Λ2
S = n

(
F
M

)2
here as it must, matching ΛG = n F

M
to give nothing

but minimal GMSB with n messengers and one-spurion.

For doublet-triplet split EOGM, independent ΛS,2 and ΛS,3 are found:

Eq. (4.7b) with Mi replaced by M2i and M3i respectively. ΛG,2 and ΛG,3

however remain constrained to be equal based on the assumption of the dou-

blets’ R charges matching those of the triplets – they thus share a value for

the quantity n in (4.7a).
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5 The Role Of The Messenger Scale, Sum Rules

And RG Invariants

This section is based on my works [165, 166] done in collaboration with Jörg

Jäckel and Valya Khoze; the text has been mostly re-written. Unlike those

works, here I use a GUT normalisation for the U(1) gauge coupling: g1 =
√

(5/3)g′.

The GGM relations for the soft masses, Eq. (4.2), hold at some scale charac-

terising the hidden sector. For models with a single (or several degenerate) ex-

plicit messenger(s) of supersymmetric mass Mmess, coupled to a Susy-breaking

F -term with F � M2
mess, that scale is unambiguously Mmess: the scale at

which all messenger degrees of freedom are integrated out. Consider holding

all high-scale parameters constant, but changing the scale Mmess at which they

set the soft masses. Since this changes the amount of running required to reach

the low scale, and all MSSM soft-mass beta functions are non-zero, then triv-

ially the low-scale spectrum will change. From this point of view, Mmess is an

additional parameter impacting upon the low-scale GGM spectrum together

with the six Λ parameters.

Let us ask a more subtle question instead. If varying Mmess with constant Λ

parameters changes the low-scale spectrum, can this effect be entirely absorbed

into appropriately varying Λ parameters? If this were the case, Mmess would

merely parameterise a one-dimensional family of models, Λ(Mmess), with iden-

tical low-scale spectra (neglecting the precise value of the sub-GeV gravitino).

The answer to this question lies in sum rules and RG invariants (RGIs).

In GGM, the five sfermion soft masses (set in a flavour-blind manner) are

given in terms of three parameters, ΛS;r=1,2,3, and thus there are two sum

rules [73], exact at Mmess, which can be expressed as

Tr[Y m2] = 0, (5.1)

Tr[(B − L)m2] = 0 (5.2)
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After running to the low scale, these are expected to hold for the first two

generations but not the third, as they are de-tuned under RG evolution only

by the Yukawas [73]. Let me say this a little differently. Setting the Yukawas to

zero, the running of the sfermion soft masses depends only on the three gaugino

masses; there are thus two linear combinations of sfermion mass-squared beta

functions (which are always the same in the MSSM) that vanish. In GGM, the

linear combinations of beta functions which vanish are the same as the linear

combinations of mass-squareds which vanish at Mmess, hence the preservation

of the sum rules.

In [165] I calculated the values of the sum rules at low scale resulting from

models of GGM (allowing for non-zero b(Mmess)) with their spectra calculated

using SOFTSUSY 3.1.6 [167] supplemented with GGM boundary conditions. I

found them to hold to O(1%) for the first two generations and for the third-

generation hypercharge sum rule; only the third-generation B − L sum rule

was broken strongly, by ∼ 10− 60% over the parameter space investigated.

The goodness of the first two generation sum rules at lower scales allows

for the meaningful definition of Λ parameters which run, as opposed to being

defined at the high-scale only – five running mass-squareds continue to be

described by three running parameters – ΛS,r(Q) at a scale Q. These are

defined up to arbitrary additions of the two vanishing sum rules; an intuitive

choice can be arrived at in the following way. Amongst the one-loop RGIs

of the MSSM (setting the Yukawas of the first two generations to zero) listed

in [168] are the six shown in Table 5.

RGI Definition GGM high-scale value

IBr Mr/g
2
r

ΛG,r
16π2

IMr M2
r +

∑
f̃ D(f̃ , r)m2

f̃ ,1

(
αr(Mmess)

4π

)2 (
Λ2
G,r + κrΛ

2
S,r

)
Table 5: Six one-loop RGIs of the MSSM, setting the Yukawas of the first two
generations to zero, with r = 1, 2, 3 denoting a gauge group, and m2

f̃ ,1
a first-

generation sfermion mass-squared, taken from [168]. Their values in GGM at a
scale Mmess are shown. D(f̃ , r) and κr are numerical coefficients whose values
(suppressed here for clarity) can be found in that reference.
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Figure 12: Running ΛS;r=1,2,3(Q) as described in the text, for a model with
unified ΛS,r = ΛG,r = 105 GeV, at the messenger scale Mmess = 1014 GeV. ΛS,1

is shown with red crosses, ΛS,2 with green squares and ΛS,3 with blue circles.

The first three of these, IBr , show that the parameters ΛG,r are themselves

RGIs; they can therefore trivially be defined at lower scales by ΛG,r(Q) = ΛG,r.

Then since the IMr are constant, taking the expressions for their values in GGM

at Mmess but allowing the αr to run defines implicitly how ΛS,r(Q) must run

to keep IMr constant. In other words:

IMr =

(
αr(Q)

4π

)2 (
Λ2
G,r + κrΛ

2
S,r(Q)

)
(5.3)

An example of how the ΛS,r(Q) run is shown in Fig. 12.

Where has defining running Λ parameters got us? Consider a taking a spe-

cific GGM model defined by ΛS,r,ΛG,r and Mmess, and calculating the running

of ΛS,r,ΛG,r down to a lower scale Q. Now define another GGM model whose

parameters are Mmess equal to that scale Q, and ΛS,r,ΛG,r equal to the run-

ning values just calculated. By construction, these two models will have the

same running Λ parameters at all scales below the lower messenger mass, and

thus be indistinguishable; the effect of larger Mmess / more RG running can be

absorbed into the Λ parameters (I am still neglecting Yukawa couplings – this

statement will shortly be revised). I illustrate this with the cartoon Fig. 13.

Similarly Fig. 12 can be reinterpreted, instead of showing the running ΛS,r(Q)
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Λ′S,r(M
′
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Figure 13: The running ΛS;r=1,2,3(Q) for two models with different messenger
scales and different values of ΛS,r at the messenger scale, but with matching
ΛS,r(Q) below the smaller messenger scale M ′

mess.

for a single model, as showing ΛS,r(Mmess) for a series of equivalent models

with different Mmess.

The third generation sfermions (and Higgs scalars) however, have non-

negligible Yukawa couplings. This is why their high-scale sum rules do not

hold at the low scale, and why the IMr in Table 5 are RGIs for the first (or

second) generation only, not the third. While the effect of gauge-group in-

duced RG running can be absorbed into the Λ parameters as discussed, the

Yukawa-induced splitting of the third generation from the first two cannot

(likewise for the splitting of mH2
u

and mH2
d

from m2
L̃
), as GMSB is by con-

struction flavour-blind. Therefore an inescapable role of the messenger scale

is to control the amount of this Yukawa-induced splitting. To illustrate this I

chose one model to have unified ΛS,r = ΛGr = 105 GeV at a messenger scale

Mmess = 1014 GeV, and defined a series of models with lower Mmess and Λ

parameters chosen to make the models maximally equivalent (i.e. equivalent

up to unavoidable Yukawa-induced splitting, as discussed), namely with ΛGr

constant and ΛS,r(Mmess) defined as shown in Fig. 12. I plot the resulting

masses of selected particles in Fig. 14.

First generation sparticle masses in Fig. 14 stay constant – the effect of

changingMmess has been fully absorbed into the appropriately chosen ΛS,r(Mmess)

as promised. The gaugino masses also stay constant (only the gluino is shown;
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Figure 14: The masses of selected particles for GGM models where the ΛS,r

are varied with Mmess as shown in Fig. 12, with ΛG,r held constant at 105 GeV.
‘Sneutrino’ refers to ν̃e.

the bino and wino mix with the Higgsinos). Third generation sparticle masses

split from their first generation counterparts increasingly with higher Mmess;

high tan β is chosen to show this effect maximally for the stau (likewise for the

sbottom, not shown), at small tan β the stau and sbottom masses follow those

of the selectron and sdown respectively. The Yukawa-sensitive heavy Higgs

mass also varies.

The goodness of the sum rules for the first two generations, and hence

the continued parameterisation of the five mass-squareds in terms of running

ΛS,r(Q), allows for a potential signature for unified ΛS,r(Mmess) = ΛS(Mmess)

models. If first/second generation superpartners were discovered, and their

masses measured and found to satisfy the sum rules, then the low-scale ΛS,r

could be calculated. Discovery and measurement of the masses of gauginos

(complicated by the need to determine the mixing angles with Higgsinos) would

then determine the running ΛS,r(Q) up to high scales. If these three quantities

were observed to unify at a single scale, this would be suggestive of a unified
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ΛS GGM model with a messenger mass at the observed unification scale. Note

that unification of running ΛS,r(Q) is a separate issue from gauge-coupling

unification: one may happen without the other, and the unification scales are

independent. Explicitly, from the definition of the IMr in Table 5 and the

definition of running ΛS,r(Q) in Eq. (5.3), the values of ΛS,r at a low scale Qlow

are determined by measurement as

Λ2
S,r(Qlow) =

16π2

κrα2
r(Qlow)

∑
f̃

D(f̃ , r)m2
f̃ ,1

(Qlow) (5.4)

These can be extrapolated up to any higher scale Q by replacing Qlow with Q

throughout, of course; however knowing the one-loop running of the sfermion

mass-squareds and gauge couplings this gives explicitly

Λ2
S,r(Q) =

16π2

κrα2
r(Qlow)

∑
f̃

D(f̃ , r)m2
f̃ ,1

(Qlow) +M2
r (Qlow)

(
1− α2

r(Qlow)

α2
r(Q)

)
(5.5)

Note that if the ΛS,r really are unified at a scale Mmess, then even if the

low-scale observables were measured perfectly there would still be some small

error in the unification of the Λ2
S,r(Q) extrapolated from the low scale. This is

because the RGIs of Table 5 are only RGIs at one loop; equivalently Eq. (5.5) is

obtained only by integrating the one-loop beta functions. This can be consid-

ered a source of theoretical error in the calculated unification, and is illustrated

in Fig. 15 for an optimistic and a pessimistic case: the true unification (ob-

tained by using the model parameters) is compared to the result of a calculation

from the exact low-scale spectrum.

In addition to the theoretical error we must consider the limited precision

with which soft mass terms could be measured. In Fig. 16 I illustrate the effect

of this uncertainty on the observed unification. Uncertainty in the running

gauge couplings is neglected; uncertainty in the relevant soft masses – those

of the gauginos and the first generation spartners – is first assumed to be 5%

(top panel of Fig. 16), and then 1% for mũ,md̃ and 5% for all the others (lower

panel). Squark mass measurements of O(1%) are not implausible at the LHC
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Figure 15: Running ΛS,r in two models with the unification ΛS,r(Mmess) = ΛS.
ΛS,1 is shown in red, ΛS,2 in green, and ΛS,3 in blue. Dashed lines show
ΛS,r(Q) at and just below Mmess calculated with the high-scale ΛS,r(Mmess)
parameters: these unify exactly, highlighted with a black circle. Solid lines
show ΛS,r(Q) calculated from the exact low-scale spectrum, with imperfect
unification shown in the red ellipse. The top panel has ΛG = 5×105 GeV,ΛS =
2× 106 GeV,Mmess = 1014 GeV; the bottom panel ΛG = ΛS = 2× 106 GeV at
Mmess = 108 GeV.

with 300 fb−1 [169]. Unification in the former case is obscured by the errors

whereas in the latter case it is more or less visible, due to the sensitivity to the

splitting m2
ũ − m2

d̃
, albeit with a few orders of magnitude uncertainty in the

scale. The experimental uncertainties dominate the theoretical uncertainties

– compare Fig.s 15 and 16.
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Figure 16: Reconstructed values of the running ΛS,r from the relevant soft
masses – those of the gauginos and the first generation spartners. In the
top panel these are all taken to be measured to 5%; in the bottom panel an
improved precision of 1% is taken for mũ and md̃. The model has unified
ΛS,r = ΛG,r = 105 GeV at a messenger scale Mmess = 1014 GeV.
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Part IV

Susy Searches At The LHC

6 Introduction

6.1 How To (Not) See Susy

Proton collisions at the LHC may produce Susy particles if they exist with

masses around the weak/TeV scale. The final state(s) they decay into will

then be enriched compared to the Standard Model22, or said another way,

signal plus background is greater than background alone. In order to have

this effect be as visible as possible, we typically try to find the point in phase

space (see the glossary) with the largest ratio of signal plus background to

background, and focus on a region of phase space around that point which is

small enough to retain this large ratio, but large enough for it to correspond to

a statistically significant number of events N when multiplied by our envisaged

integrated luminosity L: N = L × σ, where sigma has been integrated over

the chosen phase space.

Once one has a rough idea of the region of phase space to focus on, further

discrimination of signal plus background from background alone may be pos-

sible if there is an observable (a quantity typically calculated from the final

state four-momenta) which is distributed very differently in the two cases. The

classic example is the invariant mass of the sum of the four-momenta of all the

particles into which a new particle decays: by definition this is a δ-function

for the signal, smeared out both by the finite width of the particle and by

detector resolution, and some more broadly spread continuous distribution for

the background. It is thus highly desirable to calculate this observable not

only to know the mass of any particles that might be discovered this way, but

22This is is not a given in quantum field theory of course – a cross-section is the square-
modulus of a sum of amplitudes A, and these may interfere destructively. It is almost always
the case however that the final states resulting from the decays of BSM particles are enhanced
compared to the Standard Model alone, i.e. that |Asignal +Abackground|2 > |Abackground|2.
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because it is essentially the ideal way to discover their existence in the first

place, by concentrating all of the signal to a highly visible bump on a smooth

background.

Mass reconstruction is generally not possible however when the particle

we’re searching for decays to neutral particles that are stable on a collider

timescale, as such particles are not detected. As mentioned in Section 1.1, for

R parity conserving Susy the LSP is stable, and therefore it must be neutral for

consistent cosmology. Unless decays to the LSP are strongly suppressed, i.e the

next-to-LSP (NLSP) or NNLSP etc. is quasi-stable, any sparticles produced

at a collider will decay to an invisible LSP inside the detector. Furthermore

R parity ensures sparticles can only be produced in pairs, and so all events

will result in pairs of LSPs. Mass peaks are therefore typically a pipe dream

for R parity conserving Susy, though see Section 8 in which the dream comes

true in the specific case of boosted decays.

Without mass peaks we are often forced into cut and count style approaches:

we identify the aforementioned roughly selected region of phase space which

is promising, ignore/cut the rest of phase space, and simply count events. If

the number of events observed closely matches the number predicted by the

background alone, then any new physics which predicts considerably more

events than this can be excluded. The problem with such analyses is that we

need precise knowledge of the background normalisation – the integral of the

background differential cross-section over the selected phase space. To see this

note that a even a modest error in the background differential cross-section,

when integrated over a large phase space, could result in an uncertainty that

swallows the whole signal (which may live only in a certain part of the phase

space though we don’t know where). This is to be contrasted with the presence

or absence of a bump on top of a smooth function (the background), which is

not sensitive to an overall scaling of the latter.

Cut and count analyses do however lead to exclusion limits which are

straightforward to re-interpret in other models: they set an upper limit, at

a certain confidence level which is usually chosen to be 95%, on the cross-
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section that any new physics can contribute to the final states and region of

phase space that pass the cuts. Said more precisely the upper limit is on the

quantity σprod × A × ε, where σprod is the production cross-section for new

physics, A is the acceptance, and ε is the efficiency i.e. the ratio of the num-

ber of events that should pass the cuts to the number that actually do, due to

imperfections of the detector. Writing this product as σsignal, new physics with

σlimit/σsignal less than (greater than) one is excluded (allowed). The bound-

ary/boundaries between such regions are often illustrated with Brazil-band

plots, which I explain in a manner suitable for novices in Appendix C.

6.2 Complications At NLO

To interpret a model-independent cross-section upper limit in a specific model,

we need to know the model’s acceptance, and so we need the distributions in

phase space resulting from production and decay of our new hypothesised

particles. This problem is almost always tackled by using Monte Carlo event

generators to simulate large numbers of events (particle collisions in the manner

of the chosen collider – here the LHC). In a nut-shell, an event generator

simulates a single event by considering what could happen each time particles

interact (a typical event involves a huge number of interactions), and choosing

one of the possibilities randomly but weighted by the physical probability

which has been calculated using QFT. The user may force all of the events

to go down a certain pathway on the branching tree of possibilities, which is

sensible if only a subset of all possible outcomes are to be studied; a scaling

of final cross-sections is then appropriate to account for this. For example, in

studies of decays of the Higgs to a given final state, the user would normally

force the event generator to only decay the Higgs to that final state, and

multiply any final cross-sections obtained by the branching ratio for such a

decay. A second example, more relevant here, is that to study decays of Susy

particles, one should force the event generator to simulate only events where

Susy particles are produced, rather than events where the colliding particles

interact in any way possible!
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Most Monte Carlo event generators work with LO matrix elements (see

the glossary) for the production of Susy particles. NLO corrections can be

substantial however, with K-factors of 2-3 common for total cross-sections for

production of coloured sparticles. A common approach is then to calculate

σsignal = σprod × A (neglecting non-unit efficiencies ε 6= 1 for the moment) at

LO using event generation, and then to multiply by the global K-factor defined

for the total cross-section: K = σNLO/σLO. There are two ways in which this

can fail as an approximation for σsignal at truly NLO.

• High phase space dependence of K. It is clear that to convert σsignal from

LO to NLO we should multiply it by the K-factor associated with the

region of phase space we are concerned with, not the K-factor associated

with an integral over all phase space. The latter is only acceptable if the

two K-factors are similar. (As an example of when this is not the case

see the O(10−100) K-factor in the high-pT tail of light slepton Drell-Yan

production shown in [170].)

• High dependence of both K and acceptance on particle-species. σsignal

may receive contributions from the production and subsequent decay of

different new particles; let me say via different channels for brevity. If

different channels have different K-factors and different acceptances, then

multiplying the cross-section for the full signal (including all channels)

by the total K-factor is not correct23, as the following toy example shows.

Say our signal receives contributions from electroweak production (‘EW’)

and coloured production (‘C’) and we use a search strategy geared more

towards one than the other, say vetoing leptons, giving a higher accep-

tance for the latter than the former: AC > AEW . The strength of the

strong interaction means that generically KC > KEW ; so we have chan-

nels with different acceptances and K-factors. For concreteness let us

23Thanks to Peter Richardson for realising this in the context of our work, and to David
Grellscheid for patiently explaining it to me.
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take the cross-sections to be

σC,LO = σEW,LO, (6.1)

KC = 3, KEW = 1 (6.2)

∴ Ktot = σtot,NLO / σtot, LO = 2, (6.3)

where we assume interference diagrams to be negligible so that

σtot = σC + σEW . Take the (a priori unknown) acceptances to beAC = 1,

AEW = 0. Monte Carlo simulation (at LO) of both channels simultane-

ously will generate equal numbers of events for each (as σC,LO = σEW,LO),

and since AC = 1, AEW = 0 the total acceptance is determined to be

Atot = 0.5. The LO signal cross-section is then σint, LO = σtot, LO × Atot;

multiplying by the total K-factor one erroneously concludes

σint,NLO
!

= σtot, LO × Atot ×Ktot in general, (6.4)

= 2σC,LO in this example. (6.5)

This should be compared with what is clearly the correct answer, ob-

tained by simulating the two channels separately in order to determine

their individual acceptances, then weighting each by its individual K-

factor:

σint,NLO =
∑

i=C,EW

σi, LO × Ai ×Ki in general, (6.6)

= 3σC,LO in this example, (6.7)

where i denotes the channel. To see more clearly the difference between

the two approaches, and when they coincide, I re-write Eq. (6.4) explic-

itly denoting was is meant by the total acceptance and K-factor in terms
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of the channel-by-channel definition of these quantities:

σint,NLO
!

= σtot, LO × Atot ×Ktot

=

(∑
i

σi, LO

)
×
(∑

i σi, LOAi∑
i σi, LO

)
×
(∑

i σi, LOKi∑
i σi, LO

)
=

(
∑

i σi, LOAi) (
∑

i σi, LOKi)∑
i σi, LO

(6.8)

The incorrect combined channel approach, Eq. (6.8), coincides with the

correct channel-by-channel approach, Eq. (6.6), if there is a common

acceptance across all channels Ai = A or if there is a common K-factor

across all channels Ki = K.

In the event generation of Section 7 I will not address the issue of phase space

dependent K-factors. I will however take into account the issue of non-universal

K-factors and acceptances across different channels.

6.3 The Importance Of The LSP

Spontaneous breaking of a global supersymmetry results in a massless fermion

called the Goldstino; this is just Goldstone’s Theorem applied to a broken

fermionic generator. In the context of gravity Susy must be promoted to a

local symmetry (supergravity) with the the spin-3
2

superpartner of the graviton

– the gravitino – acting as the associated gauge field. Upon spontaneous

breaking of the local supersymmetry the massless gravitino eats the would-

be Goldstino to obtain mass and longitudinal components: this is called the

Super-Higgs mechanism, being a close parallel of the Higgs- or more justly

the Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism [171, 172, 173] in which a spin-one gauge

boson obtains mass and a longitudinal component by eating a scalar. The

transverse components of the gravitino interact only gravitationally, and so its

interactions are dominantly just those of its Goldstino component (and the

distinction between gravitino and Goldstino is irrelevant, with both usually

denoted G̃). With Susy breaking coming from a single F -term VEV, 〈F 〉, the

resulting gravitino mass can be estimated from dimensional analysis [174, 175]
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as

m3/2 ∼ 〈F 〉/MP , (6.9)

as it must vanish in the limit of decoupled gravity MP → ∞ or restored

Susy 〈F 〉 → 0. The other superpartners however receive masses ∼〈F 〉/Mmess,

suppressed only by the mass Mmess of the Susy-breaking mediator. In GMSB

this is much below MP , and so the gravitino is always the LSP.

The decay of a sparticle to its Standard Model partner and the gravitino

is suppressed, having decay width [6]

Γ(X̃ → XG̃) =
m5
X̃

16π〈F 〉2
(1−m2

X/m
2
X̃

)4 (6.10)

For GMSB with mX̃ ∼ 〈F 〉/Mmess, the suppressing factor is m4
X̃
/〈F 〉2 ∼

〈F 〉2/M4
mess, which we typically take much less than one as discussed in Sec-

tion 4.2. Therefore the dominant decay cascades (see the glossary) for R par-

ity conserving GMSB will be those where each pair-produced particle decays

through a series of steps with gauge or Yukawa vertices until the NLSP is

produced, and only then does the decay to the gravitino occur, as no other

channel competes. GMSB collider phenomenology then depends most impor-

tantly on the NLSP species (i.e. the identity of X̃, and thus X, in X̃ → XG̃)

and whether or not this decay is sufficiently suppressed as to occur outside the

detector. In [176] the associated decay length for ΛS,ΛG models is given as

LNLSP ∼
1

k2
G

(
100 GeV

mNLSP

)5( √
ΛGM

105 GeV

)4

10−4 m, (6.11)

where kG (the reciprocal of the parameter known as Cgrav) quantifies the cou-

pling of messengers to the Susy-breaking sector, which may be O(1) or much

smaller. For ΛG ∼ 105 GeV, messenger scales Mmess & 107 GeV lead to

Ldecay & 10 m and a decay outside of the detector. When kG � 1 even smaller

values of the Mmess may suffice. Detector-stable NLSPs are therefore a very

realistic possibility. The NLSP species in these models can be crudely char-

acterised as a bino-like χ0
1 for ΛG . ΛS and a charged slepton for ΛG & ΛS
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(specifically a stau for large tan β and slepton-smuon-stau co-NLSP for small

tan β). Detector-stable charged particles have dedicated searches; a detector-

stable χ0
1 however will manifest itself via missing energy.
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7 A Historical Detour: Comparing Early LHC

Direct Searches To LEP Higgs Bounds

This section is based on my work [114] done in collaboration with David Grellscheid,

Jörg Jäckel, Valya Khoze and Peter Richardson; the text has been mostly re-

written.

7.1 Introduction And Main Results

The final state in which we initially harboured the most hope for seeing Susy

at the LHC was jets, /ET , and no leptons.

• Jets. The particles with the largest production cross-sections for a given

mass are coloured particles, since QCD is the strongest interaction at

the weak/TeV scale and at the LHC we collide coloured objects. De-

cays of coloured particles must produce other coloured particles (as the

colour quantum number is conserved), which will ultimately hadronise

to produce jets.

• /ET . Susy is most often considered in the R parity conserving scenario, so

that the LSP is stable and constitutes a dark matter candidate. Provided

the full decay cascade is prompt (takes place inside the detector), the

escape of the two LSPs gives rise to /ET . To give large /ET , the LSPs

must carry appreciable kinetic energy (and not be back-to-back in the

transverse plane), which requires the initially produced particles to be

appreciably more massive than the sum of the masses of all final state

particles.

• No leptons. Backgrounds are either reducible or irreducible (see the glos-

sary). The irreducible background for /ET consists exclusively ofW and Z

bosons decaying to neutrinos. A neutrino from a decaying W is accompa-

nied by a lepton, unless it is ντ and the associated τ decays hadronically.
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Thus for new physics decays that produce /ET without leptons, such as

the squark and gluino decays q̃ → qχ0
1 and g̃ → qq̄χ0

1, a lepton veto will

generally improve the ratio of signal to (reducible) background.

Though discovery and exclusion do not have trivially connected statistics

(e.g. the confidence level for discovery plus the confidence level for exclusion

does not equal one!), a search strategy with strong potential for discovery will

also be able to set strong exclusion limits (unless the hypothetical particle

actually exists of course) and vice versa, since both of these come if and only

if the strategy has sensitivity to the hunted particle’s signal. Therefore when

data in the much anticipated jets, /ET and no-lepton (henceforth jets+ /ET )

channels began coming in in earnest but without excesses over the background,

strong exclusion bounds were set (and are continuing to be set of course).

In [114] I compared the strongest such bounds from 2011 – those obtained

in 1.04 fb−1 of data taken in 7 TeV collisions (and focussing on the ATLAS

Collaboration’s results [177]) – to the LEP limit on a Higgs with Standard

Model-like couplings, mh > 114.4 GeV [178]. This was done for models of

GMSB parameterised by ΛS,ΛG,Mmess and tan β (see Part III) and for the

Constrained Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (CMSSM, see e.g. [6]).

The sign of the µ parameter was taken to be +1 throughout. The results are

shown in Fig. 17, with the exclusion contours projected on the squark-gluino

mass plane24. Explanations and interpretations of these bounds follow.

For the GMSB case, as mentioned, the NLSP in these models is generally

either a bino-like neutralino or a charged slepton, and may be quasi-stable or

decay promptly. Charged sleptons, when decaying promptly, produce a grav-

itino (seen as /ET ) and a charged lepton; when stable a charged non-hadronic

track is seen to leave the detector. Promptly decaying bino-like neutralinos

produce a gravitino usually with a photon (G̃ + Z becomes competitive for

heavy neutralinos). I focussed on a detector-stable neutralino as the NLSP,

which gives large /ET that is not shared with a hard and distinctive lepton or

photon, and so is most appropriate for constraining by a jets+/ET search.

24Thanks to Jörg Jäckel for providing the gradient of the RG-inaccessible region.
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(b) Showing the CMSSM. In the left panel I set A0 = 0 and vary tanβ; in the right panel
I fix tanβ = 10 and vary A0. The jets+/ET constraints are essentially independent of
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Figure 17: Bounds from the 2011 1.04 fb−1 search for Susy by the ATLAS
Collaboration in the jets+ /ET final state (solid lines), and from the LEP Higgs
bound mh > 114.4 GeV (dashed lines), in the plane of gluino g̃ and squark
masses. Different colours show different values of tan β. The grey area is
theoretically inaccessible [180] (unless tachyonic squarks are allowed at high
scales).
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7.2 Derivation Of The Exclusion Contours

My route to obtaining the jets+ /ET constraints followed [181] closely25:

• Low-scale Susy spectra were calculated from high-scale model input using

SOFTSUSY 3.1.6.

• Signal events were generated with Herwig++ 2.5.1, separated into sam-

ples of (a) pair-produced squarks and/or gluinos, (b) pair-produced slep-

tons, neutralinos and/or charginos, and (c) one squark or gluino produced

with one slepton, neutralino or chargino. (c) typically has negligible

cross-section in these scenarios. (b) may have comparable cross-section

to (a) but is largely eliminated by a lepton veto; given this difference

in acceptance (and the obvious difference in K-factors), the argument of

Section 6 shows the importance in separating these production channels.

• High-level objects (see the glossary) were defined from the final state

particles using the RIVET 1.5.2 analysis framework and FastJet [183].

The cuts for each search channel were also imposed with RIVET; these

cuts are detailed in Appendix D. The fraction of events passing the cuts

for each channel is the acceptance.

• NLO production cross-sections were calculated with Prospino 2.1; an

indication of theoretical uncertainty was given by varying the renormali-

sation/factorisation scale by factors of 2±1. Multiplying the cross-section

by the acceptance defined our σsignal, which was compared to the exper-

imentally determined σlimit.

• The previous steps were done for the same plane in Susy model space as

used by the experimental collaboration to present its own results. With

a close matching of the original and reproduced exclusion contours, the

reproduced search channels can be considered validated. In the present

25I am grateful to David Grellscheid and Peter Richardson for providing the code necessary
for Prospino cross-section calculation and Susy event generation with Herwig++ and RIVET

on The Grid [182].
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case this agreement is shown in Fig. 18, giving confidence in my repro-

duction of the jets+/ET search channels (which we then made publicly

available as part of RIVET package: analysis ATLAS 2011 S9212183).

• With the previous step validating those that came before, the same pro-

cedure can then be followed for other Susy models which were not con-

sidered by the experimental collaboration.

As discussed in Ref. [177] a localised detector failure caused a loss of jet

energy and “a loss of signal acceptance which is smaller than 15% for the mod-

els considered”. This was taken into account here by including an efficiency

factor ε = 0.85 in σsignal ≡ σprod ×A× ε, for four of the five different channels

– all except the High Mass channel. The latter places the strongest demands

on jet multiplicity (see the glossary) and pT ; as can be seen from Fig. 18 the

location of the resulting exclusion contour has large uncertainties26. Including

an efficiency factor in this way gave a minor improvement to my agreement

with the ATLAS Collaboration’s bounds in the same plane.

To check exclusion by Higgs-based searches I used FeynHiggs 2.8.5 to

calculate Higgs-sector masses, couplings and cross-sections, and passed these

to HiggsBounds 3.5.0beta to compare with a comprehensive set of exper-

imental limits from LEP, the Tevatron and the LHC. HiggsBounds returns

σsignal/σlimit for the search channel with the highest statistical sensitivity: a

ratio greater than 1 indicates 95% confidence-level exclusion by at least one

search. Note that this does not take into account a kind of look elsewhere effect

that arises when one checks many different independent searches for the pres-

ence of a single one indicating exclusion. A statistically thorough approach

would calculate the full combined likelihood for all of the observed experimen-

tal results given the hypothesis of the model in question, and see whether this

26This is because these demanding cuts mean the acceptance is a steeply rising function
of sparticle mass in the part of the plane where σsignal ∼ σlimit; the product of acceptance
and production cross-section (with the latter always falling steeply with mass) is then fairly
flat around σprod × A ∼ σlimit, and a systematic shift in this product (such as an efficiency
factor or σprod scale uncertainties) can move this flat region from having σprod ×A . σlimit

to σprod ×A & σlimit, causing a large shift in the exclusion contour.
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Figure 18: Validation of my reproduction of the five search channels defined in
the 1.04 fb−1 jets+ /ET search for Susy by the ATLAS Collaboration, shown in
the CMSSM plane of m0 and m1/2 with tan β = 10, A0 = 0. The colour ‘axis’
shows σsignal in units of 1fb; the red line is the contour σsignal = σlimit. The
black lines show the result of varying the renormalisation/factorisation scale
by factors of 2±1. The exclusion contour derived by the ATLAS Collaboration
is shown in yellow. The five search channels shown are, from left to right and
top to bottom: ≥ 2-jets, ≥ 3-jets, ≥ 4-jets with meff > 500 GeV, ≥ 4-jets with
meff > 1000 GeV, and High Mass. In the last panel the dashed white lines
show the ±1σ contours for the ATLAS Collaboration’s expected exclusion.
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corresponds to a probability less than the critical value (nominally 0.05); this

is beyond the scope of HiggsBounds.

Higgs constraints were checked with HiggsBounds because, in general, lim-

its are fundamentally set in terms of cross-sections. Their interpretation as

mass limits is always a model-dependent process, requiring assumptions about

couplings and branching ratios. The LEP bound mh > 114.4 GeV applies to

a Standard Model-like Higgs, and carries across to a Susy Higgs only in the

decoupling limit and when h has no BSM decay channels open. For the mod-

els investigated here this was the case: the HiggsBounds result simplified to a

comparison of mh with 114.4 GeV. However away from the decoupling limit,

and/or with h → BSM possible, and/or with the LEP constraint being su-

perseded by LHC Higgs results (which are incorporated in updated versions of

HiggsBounds), this check will not in general be so trivial. It is facilitated by my

code available at [131] which links SOFTSUSY to FeynHiggs and HiggsBounds

with automated plotting of the results.

7.3 Interpretation Of The Exclusion Contours

The most basic point to note is that large masses for squarks and gluinos

make it easier to satisfy both jets+/ET and mh constraints. Coloured spar-

ticles being heavy helps to avoid jets+/ET constraints because this decreases

signal production cross-section. Heavy squarks boost mh because of the stop’s

positive contribution to δmh, and the fact that both GMSB and the CMSSM

are flavour-blind (at the high-scale at least – this is slightly detuned by the

Standard Model Yukawa couplings during RG running), tying the stop mass

to the general squark mass. Heavy gluinos may help boost mh because they

contribute to the negative running of At from high to low scale, thus increas-

ing the latter’s absolute value at the low scale (provided it is negative), and

for constant stop mass, mh increases27 with |At|. This effect is clearly en-

27Unless of course |At| is increased beyond
√

6MS . In GGM however we start from At = 0
at a high scale, and boosting its low scale value with a large gluino mass and/or many decades
(see the glossary) of running will simultaneously boost the low scale stop mass which also
runs strongly with mg̃, generically forcing At/MS <

√
6 [184]. This conclusion is escaped
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hanced for more RG running, and indeed we see that for heavy gluinos the

LEP bound is less constraining for high messenger scale than low messenger

scale: in Fig. 17(a) the dashed lines are flatter in the left panel whereas they

fall off for large mg̃ in the right panel.

In addition to the squark and gluino masses, which are dominantly set by

the mass parameters m0,m1/2 in the CMSSM and their counterparts ΛS,ΛG

in these GMSB models, there are two further free parameters in each case:

tan β,A0 in the CMSSM and tan β,Mmess for GMSB. In the CMSSM case

these extra parameters were shown in [179] to have essentially no effect on the

jets+/ET constraints. As can be seen in Fig. 19, the parameters tan β,Mmess

do not affect the jets+/ET constraints for GMSB28; furthermore we see that for

given mq̃ and mg̃, the constraints are virtually the same for GMSB as for the

CMSSM. All of these observations can be understood as follows. The jets+ /ET

signal in these models predominantly comes from the decays q̃ → q + χ0
1 and

g̃ → (q̄q̃(∗) or q ¯̃q(∗))→ qq̄χ0
1, which, together, depend on mq̃, mg̃ and mχ0

1
. For

the CMSSM and GMSB with a single ΛG, gaugino masses unify at the GUT

scale and so the mass of the gluino fixes the mass of the bino gauge eigenstate;

assuming a bino-like χ0
1 this also fixes29 mχ0

1
. Therefore for given mq̃ and

mg̃, the signal (and thus the constraints) looks the same regardless of other

parameters or even whether we are in the CMSSM or GMSB.

Having said that tan β does not affect the jets+ /ET constraints, it does

if we allow the stops to be tachyonic at the high scale, which unties the low-scale MS from
At [185]. This implies the existence of other vacua beside our own in which charge and
colour are broken, however cosmological constraints may allow such a situation [186].

28Note that for constant ΛS ,ΛG, changing the messenger scale changes the low-scale mass
of the squarks (though not the gluino), however as we have seen in Section 5 this effect can
be entirely absorbed into a messenger-scale dependent ΛS . More precisely then, I mean that
for constant mq̃ with ΛS varying appropriately, varying the messenger scale has no effect on
the constraints.

29We have mB̃ = (α1/α3)mg̃ ≈ mg̃/6; if χ0
1 is instead Higgsino-like, this must be because

|µ| < mB̃ and so the assumption that mχ0
1
≈ mB̃ is an overestimate. However, if mq̃ is

comparable to or greater than mg̃, a change of mχ0
1

from mg̃/6 to something smaller is a
negligible change in the kinematics of the decay of either q̃ or g̃. If the squarks are somewhat
lighter than the gluino, then χ0

1 actually being lighter than the estimate mg̃/6 (due to a small
|µ| making χ0

1 Higgsino-like) could potentially affect the squark decay – increasing visible
and missing energy, and thus σsignal. Note that with gaugino mass unification the gluino
mass also fixes the wino mass, which controls the extent to which left-handed squarks decay
via a wino-like chargino or neutralino instead of directly to the LSP.
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Figure 19: Jets + /ET exclusion for the CMSSM, and for GGM for different
values of tan(β) and the messenger scale M . The diagonals delimiting the
excluded areas in each case arise from one of the following two effects. Either
the NLSP (in GMSB models) changes from a neutralino to a stau, for which
jets+ /ET searches have no sensitivity (in the assumed context of a collider-
stable NLSP), or we simply reach a region in the gluino-squark mass plane
which is theoretically inaccessible.

however control the boundary between the qualitatively different regions where

the neutralino is the NLSP and where a charged slepton(s) is the NLSP. This is

because large tan β enhances the tau Yukawa and the negative contribution it

gives to running stau mass. This particular search does not have sensitivity to

a quasi-stable charged slepton NLSP and does not constrain the corresponding

parameter space, hence the tan β-dependence of the straight diagonal edge to

the GMSB jets+/ET exclusion contours.

The aforementioned ‘extra’ parameters – tan β,A0 in the CMSSM and

tan β,Mmess for GMSB – do however affect the Higgs constraints.

• Larger Mmess is helpful if mg̃ is also large, as discussed.

• Large tan β increases mh at tree-level.

• A0 is driven negative by the gluino during running, and so given the

benefit of sizable |At|/MS at low scale to boost mh, the CMSSM cases

A0 = −m0, A0 = 0 and A0 = 2m0 have increasing difficulty meeting the

LEP bound.
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Each of these effects can be seen in Fig. 17.

Fig. 20 shows the GMSB exclusion contours in terms of the original ΛG

and ΛS model parameters. The projection of these to the squark-gluino mass

plane is Fig. 17(a).

Though I have considered GMSB models with a single ΛS common to all

three gauge groups, and likewise for ΛG, the resulting exclusion contours have

some broader applicability to six-dimensional GGM parameter space. mh is

mostly controlled by the mass of the squarks (truly the stop, but the squark

masses are flavour-blind) and At. In turn, the squark mass is controlled more

by ΛS,3 (at tree-level) and ΛG,3 (at one-loop level) than by ΛS;1,2 or ΛG;1,2,

and similarly At more by ΛG,3 than by ΛG;1,2, in both cases because of the

dominance of α3 over α1,2. Therefore splittings of ΛG;1,2 from ΛG,3 and of ΛS;1,2

from ΛS,3 are subdominant parameters for setting the Higgs mass compared

to ΛG and ΛS, and for small splittings the same contours will hold.

Similarly the jets+ /ET signal depends most strongly on the squark and

gluino masses, and thus on ΛG and ΛS (rather than splittings between the

contributions for different gauge groups). However (a) an independent ΛG,1

may be tuned to give a bino arbitrarily close in mass to the squarks or gluino,

compressing the spectrum and removing the visible energy; (b) with six fully

independent Λ parameters the NLSP has even more possible identities, many

of which correspond to signals that are most strongly constrained by dif-

ferent searches, with the jets+/ET search losing sensitivity. The qualitative

changes contained within the possibility (b) represent a strong dependence of

the squark-gluino mass-plane contours set here on the decision to consider only

a subset of the full GGM parameter space.
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Figure 20: Exclusion contours for models of GMSB with a messenger scale
M = 107 GeV (top panels) or M = 1014 GeV (bottoms panels), and tan β = 5
(left panels) or tan β = 45 (right panels). The red solid line shows jets+ /ET

constraints; the black solid lines show the result of varying the renormalisa-
tion/factorisation scale by factors of 2±1. The yellow dashed line shows the
LEP Higgs limit. White regions have stau NLSP. The blue dotted line in the
bottom right panel delineates a tachyonic stau region. The colour ‘axis’ is
σsignal/σlimit for the most constraining search channel.
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8 Making The Most Of MET: Mass Recon-

struction From Collimated Decays

This section is based on my work [124] done in collaboration with Michael Span-

nowsky; excepting the extended Introduction the text here follows it closely. In

this section neutralinos are denoted by Ñi, with χ indicating a generic invisible

particle.

8.1 Introduction

Missing transverse energy – MET – is of great importance at hadron colliders:

it is our only way of inferring the presence of neutral (collider-)stable particles

χ, be they neutrinos or BSM particles. However whenever two such particles

are produced (which will always be the case if their stability is due to a Z2

symmetry, for example) our observation only of the vectorial sum of their

transverse momenta /pT = pa,T + pb,T thwarts reconstruction of masses in the

decay cascade30 ending with 2χ. Popular methods for searching for heavy

particles with partially invisible decays are transverse mass observables [187],

MT2 [188], razor analyses [189] and kinematic edges [190]. I will introduce the

first two of these.

Consider events with a single leptonically decaying W , Fig. 21(a), together

with any number of jets and photons (but not leptons: the sole lepton and /pT

can then unambiguously identified with the lepton l and neutrino ν from the

W ). We have

m2
W = (El + Eν)

2 − (pl + pν)
2

= m2
l +m2

ν + 2(ET,lET,ν cosh(∆ylν)− pT,l · pT,ν),
(8.1)

302χ could also be directly produced, giving a final state with, at leading order, no large
transverse energy (visible or invisible). The universal possibility of hard initial state radia-
tion allows essentially model-independent limits to be set on the direct production of new χ
particles from monojet and monophoton searches. Here I will focus only on production of
2χ via a decay cascade.
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where y is rapidity and ET is transverse energy –
√

(m2 + p2
T ). At hadron

colliders we do not know the neutrino’s momentum in the z direction and hence

mW is not calculable this way. A quantity we can calculate is the transverse

mass mT :

m2
T ≡ (ET,l + ET,ν)

2 − (pT,l + pT,ν)
2

= m2
l +m2

ν + 2(ET,lET,ν − pT,l · pT,ν)
(8.2)

As we have just one invisible particle, pT,ν = /pT ; and since that it is massless,

ET,ν = |/pT |; hence the calculability of Eq. (8.2). Comparing it to Eq. (8.1) we

see that mT ≤ mW ; an inequality which is violated by the finite width effects

of the W and by detector resolution effects. If the inequality were typically far

from being saturated it would not be helpful for determining mW . However

the cross-section is enhanced at mT ≈ mW [191]:

dσ

dm2
eνm

2
eν,T

∝ ΓWmW

(m2
eν −m2

W )2 + Γ2
Wm

2
W

1

meν

√
m2
eν −m2

eν,T

, (8.3)

leading to what is called a Jacobian peak in the distribution right before the

end point at mW .

Now consider a single particle X decaying into multiple visible and multiple

invisible particles, Fig. 21(b). By replacing the four-momenta of the lepton and

neutrino in Eq.s (8.1) and (8.2) by the four-momenta summed over the visible

and invisible particles respectively, the same arguments give a transverse mass

with a Jacobian peak and end point at mX . There is one further subtlety here

however, in that while /pT can still be identified with the summed pT of the

invisible particles, the transverse energy of the invisible system is not given by

|/pT | since the invariant mass of invisible system is in general not zero. The

latter vanishes only if all the invisible particles are massless and travelling in

exactly the same direction. In the absence of further information this must be

assumed to be true; neglecting the invisible mass leads to an underestimate

of the invisible transverse energy, thus smearing the Jacobian peak to values

further below the end point at mX .
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Figure 21: Cartoons of leptonic W decay (left panel) and the decay of one
particle X to multiple visible and multiple invisible particles (right panel).

For two partially-invisibly decaying particles, with the example of slep-

tons l̃ decaying to leptons and neutralinos Ñ1 shown in Fig. 22, the transverse

mass as defined in the previous paragraph can be calculated in the same way.

However the result is now constrained to be less than or equal to the mass

of the two-slepton system: if the sleptons are moving relative to each other,

their combined mass is not an interesting quantity. What we would like is

a transverse mass associated with each separate slepton – by definition these

quantities would have end points at the slepton mass (for simplicity this ex-

ample has a common mass for both decaying particles). Their calculation

would require knowledge of the decomposition of /pT into the two contributing

components:

/pT = pT,Ñ1,a
+ pT,Ñ1,a

, (8.4)

then we would have

max{m2
T(pT,l+ ,pT,Ñ1,a

),m2
T(pT,l− ,pT,Ñ1,b

)} ≤ m2
l̃
, (8.5)

Since we don’t know the decomposition of /pT , we cannot calculate the two

transverse masses in the correct way. If we were to use an incorrect decompo-

sition and calculate the LHS of Eq. (8.5), it would no longer be guaranteed to

be smaller than m2
l̃
. If we were to try every possible decomposition, trivially

that would include the correct decomposition; the smallest value of the LHS

of Eq. (8.5) obtained this way would therefore be equal to or smaller than the
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Figure 22: The decays of two sleptons to leptons and neutralinos – an example
signal for the MT2 variable.

correct decomposition, which is equal to or smaller than m2
l̃
. Hence

M2
T2 ≡ min

/p1
+/p2

=/pT

(
max{m2

T(pT,l+ , /p1
),m2

T(pT,l− , /p2
)}
)
≤ m2

l̃
(8.6)

In many examples M2
T2 has been shown to nearly saturate the inequality, thus

giving a visible end point which is useful for measuring a mass.

Here I wish to consider the circumstances under which we can do bet-

ter than transverse masses and end points, by deducing the four-momentum

associated with each of the two invisible χ particles separately and thence

constructing mass peaks. Clearly some feature of the rest of the event must

suggest the correct decomposition of /pT into pa,T + pb,T . If there are two

well-localised visible objects that we expect, from some prior prejudice about

the kinematics, to be parallel or antiparallel to the two unseen χ particles,

then we have two directions in the transverse plane to give us pa,T and pb,T .

Furthermore we can add longitudinal components to each of these two trans-

verse vectors to make them (anti)parallel to their corresponding visible object

in three dimensions, giving approximations for pχa,b . If χ is much lighter than

the particle produced in the hard scattering, i.e. at the start of the decay cas-

cade, we can promote pχa,b to massless four-vectors; I will show that combined

with the four-vectors for the visible decay products, a strong mass peak for
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the initial particles can be reconstructed.

8.2 Motivation

Parallel or antiparallel visible and missing energy is not worth considering only

for its ease: it can arise in many circumstances. Spin correlations may make

χ particles approximately (anti)parallel to other particles. Two-body decays

of particles P nearly stationary in the lab frame are back-to-back: therefore

in 2P → 2χ + 2vis, each χ is nearly antiparallel to one of the ‘vis’. However

antiparallelness, unlike parallelness, is not preserved under z-boosts of the

mother particle, and the z-boost is unknown.

A promising scenario is when each χ is produced together with visible

energy from the decay of a boosted particle. This will arise whenever (a)

directly pair-produced particles are appreciably heavier than whatever they

decay into in the first step of the cascade, and (b) χ are created following two

or more steps. Together these points imply that each of the two sides of the

event (separated according to the mother particle) contains an intermediate

particle which is boosted: the visible object(s) and χ it ultimately decays to

will be collimated.

For some examples, consider the quintessential Susy decay of a pair-produced

squark to a hard jet and light neutralino : q̃ → q + Ñ1. There are many rea-

sons why we might expect Ñ1 to be unstable, decaying to visible energy and a

lighter, neutral, collider-stable particle – the latter could be:

• a gravitino G̃, if Susy breaking is mediated at a low scale, i.e. some

form of gauge mediation. A low mediation scale is motivated by elec-

troweak naturalness and an automatic solution of the Susy flavour prob-

lem. See [192] for a comprehensive list of possible collider signatures.

• a pseudo-Goldstino G̃′, if more than one hidden sector independently

breaks Susy and mediates it to the visible sector, as may occur in string

theory or quiver gauge theories [193, 194]. See [195] for the collider

phenomenology.
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• a singlino31 S̃ in the NMSSM. See [123] for the modified collider signals.

• a new photino31 γ̃′, if the MSSM is extended with one or more extra

U(1) gauge symmetries, as is commonly expected to arise from the com-

pactification of extra dimensions. See [196] for a discussion of collider

prospects.

In the nomenclature of [196], Ñ1 here is the lightest ordinary supersymmetric

particle (LOSP). All of these examples have some other particle as the true

LSP, and so cosmology allows a charged or coloured Susy particle to be lighter

than Ñ1 and take its place as the LOSP in the cascade q̃ → vis1 + (LOSP)→

vis1 + (vis2 + LSP), giving different visible energy.

8.3 The Analysis

I will elaborate on the strategy outlined in Section 8.1 in terms of a concrete

example to allow clearer references to the particles involved in the signal: I

consider the classic gauge-mediation decay32 2q̃ → 2q+2(Ñ1)→ 2q+2(G̃+γ).

The lightest neutralino is typically expected to be considerably lighter than

the squarks in this scenario, as renormalisation-group evolution tends to drive

squark masses up and the bino mass down, and the phenomenon of gaugino

screening in the simplest models makes the gauginos much lighter than the

scalars (see e.g. [198]). This simple observation gives a powerful handle on the

signal, as yet unexploited: the gravitinos and photons are normally collimated.

It is exploited as follows.

1. Uniquely decompose /pT into pa,T + pb,T which are defined to be parallel,

in the transverse plane, to the two hardest isolated photons.

31In this case the decay is not really q̃ → q + Ñ1 → . . . but q̃ → q + Ñ2 → Ñ1 + . . ., since
new photinos/singlinos actually mix with the MSSM neutralinos. If Ñ2 is mostly ‘MSSM-
like’ (any mixture of Higgsino, wino and bino), and Ñ1 is mostly singlino or a new photino,
then direct decay of q̃ to Ñ1 is suppressed relative to the two-step decay.

32A similar final state may arise from Universal Extra Dimensions [197], though semi-
invisibly decaying Kaluza-Klein photons from KK quark/gluon decays are not generally
expected to be boosted; this will be important for my analysis.
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2. Promote pa,b;T to three-vectors pa,b by adding the longitudinal compo-

nents required to make them parallel to each of the photons in three

dimensions.

3. Promote pa,b to massless four-vectors pµa,b = (|pa,b|,pa,b), giving approxi-

mations for the two gravitino four-vectors. Adding each of these to the

four-vector of the collinear photon gives massless approximations for the

two neutralino four-vectors, pµ
Ñ1;a,b

.

4. If each neutralino Ñ1;a,b can be paired with the ‘correct’ jet in the event

ja,b, then taking the invariant mass of each pair reconstructs the mass of

the initial squarks: M2
rec;a,b = (pµ

Ñ1;a,b
+ pµja,b)

2

Steps 1-2 above reconstruct the three-momenta of the two neutralinos in

the same way as is done for the two τ in H → 2τ → e±µ∓ /ET with the collinear

approximation of [199]. There, the two τ four-momenta are added together to

get the mass of the single mother particle; here the four-momenta of the two

neutralinos are separately added to those of other visible particles in the event

to get the masses of two mother particles – step 4.

Step 4 needs a criterion for the correct way to pair each reconstructed

neutralino with one of the jets in the event. The correct jet is considered to be

the one most closely resembling the quark produced in the same q̃ → Ñ1 + q

decay. Keeping only the two hardest jets, there are two arrangements – two

ways of pairing each neutralino with a different jet. More generally one can

consider the N hardest jets in the event, giving N(N − 1) arrangements to

choose from. Each squark is generally produced nearly at rest, therefore the

neutralino and jet into which it decays are likely to be back-to-back; the jet

is also expected to be hard, with an energy of roughly half the squark’s mass.

Therefore one criterion is to pair the two neutralinos Ñ1;a,b with jets ja and

jb so as to make maximally negative the sum of dot products between the

three-momenta of each neutralino and its jet:

criterion α : −
(
pÑ1,a

.pja + pÑ1,b
.pjb

)
maximal
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If the pair-produced squarks are mass degenerate, this can also be exploited:

the two reconstructed masses should coincide. This gives the second possibility

for finding the right jets:

criterion β :
∣∣∣(pµ

Ñ1,a
+ pµja)

2 − (pµ
Ñ1,b

+ pµjb)
2
∣∣∣ minimal

Each criterion suggests the correct jets, defining two reconstructed masses

M2
rec;a,b = (pµ

Ñ1;a,b
+pµja,b)

2. The maximisation/minimisation above is not differ-

ential but discrete – the quantity is calculated once for each of the N(N − 1)

arrangements of jets with neutralinos and only the largest/smallest is kept.

It thus takes negligible computational time (indeed N = 2 is optimal in the

example considered) and could potentially be incorporated into a search at

the trigger level. These two criteria are not specific to neutralinos and jets:

they are relevant for final states where two objects need to be paired correctly

with two other objects, both being the decay products of pair-produced par-

ticles (the second criterion also requires mass degeneracy of the two mother

particles). The solution chosen for this same problem in [200], for mass recon-

struction of leptogluon pairs from l8l̄8 → llgg, was to assign a hemisphere to

each of the two hardest leptons and then pair with each lepton the hardest jet

in the same hemisphere.

I considered a simplified model with squarks of the first two generations, a

bino-like neutralino and a gravitino with massesmq̃ = 1.2 TeV, mÑ1
= 100 GeV

and mG̃ = 1 eV respectively; this squark mass is at the edge of the strongest

current constraints [201]. I calculated a full spectrum for this simplified model

(all other superpartner masses are set 2 TeV) with SOFTSUSY 3.3.4 and decay

widths with Herwig++ 2.6.1. I then followed two routes to get to observable

distributions. In the first, MadGraph 5 1.5.5 [202] supplied the matrix ele-

ments for disquark production; the subsequent decays, extra radiation, show-

ering and hadronisation were performed by PYTHIA 6 [203]; and detector re-

sponse was simulated with PGS 4 [204]. In the second, Herwig++ was used to

generate the complete event; jets were defined with FastJet 3.0.3, and the
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final state objects analysed in the RIVET 1.8.1 framework. My kinematical

analysis – steps 1-4 with criteria α and β above – was then applied. Code for

doing this, easily generalisable to other final states, can be found at [131].

We chose basic cuts for the analysis as follows:

• At least two jets, clustered using the anti-kt algorithm [205] with size

parameter 0.4. Jet candidates are required to have pT > 30 GeV and

|η| < 4.5.

• At least two isolated photons with pT > 10 GeV. On the MadGraph-

PYTHIA route, PGS handles isolation. On the Herwig route, I considered

a photon isolated based on total transverse energy deposited inside a

surrounding cone (as in the relevant searches [201, 206]), specifically

5 GeV in a cone ∆R < 0.4.

• A minimum and maximum azimuthal angular separation between the two

hardest isolated photons ε < ∆φγ1γ2 < π − ε with ε = 0.01, since photons

which are exactly (anti)parallel in the transverse plane do not allow /pT

decomposition.

• The missing energy vector /pT should lie in between the two photons in

the transverse plane (i.e. inside the smaller of the two sectors delim-

ited by the two photon directions). This ensures that the event has /pT

corresponding to the ansatz of both gravitinos being parallel (and not

antiparallel) to their photons. With this cut the kinematics are always

in the ‘trivial zero’ of the MT2 observable (see [207]).

Decomposition of /pT of course requires /ET 6= 0; in practice this is always satis-

fied. I did not cut on /ET – I analysed this particular signal not to optimise the

associated cuts but simply as a demonstration of the mass reconstruction tech-

nique. In the present example more than 90% of events have /ET > 100 GeV

and so a large requirement could be placed as in existing searches (likewise for

the leading jet and photon which are typically hard in the signal). Note that

with a requirement for hard photons and /ET there is typically very small back-

ground for new physics [208] and the priority is an observable that increases

the visibility of the signal alone, ideally through a resonance.
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Fig. 23 shows the results of the analysis. The initial mass is reconstructed

to 10% accuracy for roughly 1
3

of events passing the basic cuts. Multiplying

by the Prospino 2 production cross-section and the acceptance – 20 fb × 0.5

– one would expect O(100) events inside this peak in 30 fb−1 at 8 TeV.
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Figure 23: The squark mass (mq̃ = 1.2 TeV) in the process pp→ 2q̃ → 2q +
2(Ñ1)→ 2q + 2(G̃+ γ) reconstructed with /pT decomposition and neutralino-
jet pairing as described in the text. The masses of the lightest neutralino
and gravitino are mÑ1

= 100 GeV, mG̃ = 1 eV; the centre of mass energy is
8 TeV. Panels on the left (right) show the mass of the squark calculated from
the leading (sub-leading) photon in each event. Upper (lower) panels pair
jets with reconstructed neutralinos using criterion α (β). The blue dashed line
shows events generated by MadGraph and PYTHIA, with fast detector simulation
performed by PGS; the red solid line shows events generated by Herwig++.

I obtained an estimate of the expected accuracy of the mass reconstruction

in the case of 100 signal events in the following way. Roughly 5000 signal

events were split into samples each containing 100 events. For each sample

the 100 values of the calculated mass were binned, and the mid-point of the

modal bin taken to define the position of the peak and thus the reconstructed
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mass for that sample. The values of the mass determined from each of the

∼ 50 samples then define a probability distribution quantifying how well the

mass can be reconstructed from 100 events. If the events within each sample

were binned into too few bins, this distribution is precise but inaccurate: all

samples will agree which is the modal bin, but since it is wide its centre may

be far from the true mass. If the events within each sample were binned

into too many bins, this distribution is accurate but imprecise: the modal

bin is narrow, but a low count-per-bin exacerbates statistical fluctuations and

may randomly shift the modal bin to one not containing the true mass. For

this example with a true mass of 1.2 TeV I found that, when binning over

the range [0.4, 2] TeV, about 50 bins is appropriate for 100 events33. With

each sample binned thusly, the distribution of the values calculated from all

the samples has a root-mean-square deviation from the true mass of roughly

60 GeV: determination at the 5% level. To put this number (very) roughly in

context, the ATLAS Collaboration’s Technical Design Report [169] considered

the signal 2 × (q̃ → χ0
2q → l̃lq → χ0

1llq) arising as part of a CMSSM (not

simplified) model. Using kinematic edges,the squark mass could be determined

to within 3% with O(106) events before cuts; c.f. 5% with only 200 events

before cuts (100 events after cuts) for the signal and method considered here.

As my analysis makes use of hard jets arising from the decay of signal

particles, it could in principle be affected by the (higher order) production of

additional jets in the hard scattering. To investigate this I simulated 2q̃ and

2q̃+1jet production and combined these consistently into a single sample using

the MLM matching procedure [209]. The reconstructed mass distributions are

essentially identical to those of simple 2q̃ production shown in Fig. 23, which

follows from the fact that my method is designed to find the two jets that look

most like they have been produced by the decay of the squarks, and discard

other jets.

33Note that 50 bins for 100 events naively suggests 2 events per bin and thus huge relative
fluctuations, however the calculated masses are not flatly distributed – they cluster around
a sharp peak by construction.
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Criterion α can also reconstruct the masses of pair-produced non-degenerate

particles. In Fig. 24 it is used to analyse the same signal as previously but

now with one squark from the first two generations having mass 1.1 TeV and

the other seven having mass 1.4 TeV. This unequal splitting is chosen to have

large cross-sections for the production of two squarks of different mass (four

lighter squarks and four heavier would merely result in a dominant produc-

tion of two of the lighter four); nevertheless production of two squarks of the

same mass still has non-zero cross-section. Thus the distribution of the larger

(smaller) of the two masses calculated for each event peaks strongly at 1.4 TeV

(1.1 TeV) and weakly at 1.1 TeV (1.4 TeV), with the weak peak resulting from

pair-produced degenerate squarks.
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Figure 24: As Fig. 23 but with one squark from the first two generations
having mass 1.1 TeV and the other seven having mass 1.4 TeV. The solid red
(dashed blue) line shows the smaller (larger) of the two masses reconstructed
in each event. Only criterion α for jet-neutralino pairing is used. Events are
generated with Herwig++.

8.4 Discussion

The final state of the example considered has two jets and two pairs of roughly

collinear photons and gravitinos. The jet could be replaced by any other visi-

ble particle – ‘vis1’ – the photon too – ‘vis2’ – and the gravitino by anything
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invisible, χ: I show this general topology in Fig. 25. Provided there are two

semi-invisible decays which are boosted (or forced into (anti)parallel behaviour

by spin correlations) the same analysis presented here should in theory have

some potential for mass reconstruction. Of course if vis1 and vis2 are objects

less clean experimentally than light-flavour jets and photons, such as b quarks

or even combinations of particles, the procedure will be more difficult in prac-

tice. Searches for mass peaks in the manner presented, considering various

different particle types for vis1,2, could discover expected or unexpected reso-

nances. Below, I outline how the method might be adapted as the topology is

distorted and generalised further.

vis1

vis1

χ

χ

vis2

vis2

Figure 25: The topology I consider: pair-produced particles each decay into a
visible Standard Model particle vis1 and a much lighter particle, which is thus
boosted; this decays semi-invisibly into vis2 and χ.

A Less Boosted Intermediate. Collinearity of χ and vis2 relies on their com-

mon mother particle being boosted; as it becomes less boosted they become

less collinear. I show this effect, and the decreasing sharpness of the mass re-

construction that results, in Fig. 26 for my previous gauge-mediation example.

mÑ1
is increased from 100 to 400 GeV for constant mq̃ = 1.2 TeV. If Ñ1 is made

heavier still, e.g. mÑ1
/mq̃ → 1, the increasingly lethargic neutralino gives a

less collimated photon-gravitino pair; indeed the two are increasingly back-to-

back, and most events fail to meet the requirement that /pT be in between the

two photons.
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Figure 26: As Fig. 23, holding the squark mass at 1.2 TeV while varying the
neutralino mass: mÑ1

= 100, 200, 400 GeV are shown with red solid, green
dashed, and blue dotted lines respectively. The greater mÑ1

, the less collinear

its photon and gravitino daughters become, as shown by ∆R(γG̃) (averaged
between the two γG̃ pairs) in the left panel. This worsens the mass recon-
struction: the right panel shows one of the two masses found using one of the
two jet-neutralino pairing criteria (all four quantities behave similarly – see
Fig. 23). Events are generated with Herwig++.

More Decays Of The Intermediate. If vis2 is several particles instead of

the single photon γ I considered, e.g. a lepton pair from a boosted Ñi →

l±l∓Ñ1 decay, by construction they will be collimated and the sum of their

four-momenta can be used in place of pµγ in the analysis.

More Decays Before The Intermediate. If the directly pair-produced par-

ticles decay to a boosted intermediate and two visible particles rather than

one – via two on-shell steps or a three-body decay – then each vis1 in Fig. 25

is replaced by two particles which are not collinear. Criterion α is then not

applicable but criterion β is, albeit with greater combinatorial ambiguity from

the need to pair each reconstructed neutralino with two other visible objects.

In this scenario the boosted intermediate is also less boosted from sharing its

energy with more particles, making its semi-invisible decay less collimated. De-

spite these difficulties the method is reasonably successful: for Fig. 27 I have

generated events for a simplified model with pair-produced gluinos of mass

1.2 TeV decaying to qq̄Ñ1 (q now denoting a quark of any of the three genera-

tions) with the 100 GeV neutralino decaying to γG̃. Neutralino-jet pairing is

performed with criterion β generalised in the obvious way to include four jets
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rather than two.
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Figure 27: The gluino mass (mg̃ = 1.2 TeV) in the process pp → 2g̃ → 4q +
2(Ñ1)→ 4q + 2(G̃+ γ) reconstructed with /pT decomposition and neutralino-
jet pairing criterion β as described in the text. The masses of the lightest
neutralino and gravitino are mÑ1

= 100 GeV, mG̃ = 1 eV (the masses of other
particles are set at 2 TeV); the centre of mass energy is 8 TeV. Panels on
the left (right) show the mass of the gluino calculated from the leading (sub-
leading) photon in each event. The blue dashed line shows events generated
by MadGraph and PYTHIA, with fast detector simulation performed by PGS; the
red solid line shows events generated by Herwig++.

Other Combinatoric Complications. If vis1 = vis2, e.g. if in my former ex-

ample photons were replaced by jets or jets by photons (but not both of these

at once), then there would be a combinatoric ambiguity not just in pairing the

reconstructed boosted intermediate with the correct vis1 but also in which two

particles define the initial /pT decomposition directions. The requirement that

/pT be in between the two visible particles onto which it is decomposed elimi-

nates some of the possible decomposition configurations; for the rest, criterion

β can be generalised to be an optimisation over decomposition configurations

as well as pairing possibilities.

More Than Two Invisible Particles. With a third χ in the final state

which is expected to be (anti)parallel to one of the first two, our ansatz for

the topology still contains only two invisible directions and we can uniquely

decompose the observed /pT . If the two invisible particles that are (anti)parallel
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have come from the decay of the same particle, we only need to know the sum

of their momenta and so we can reconstruct the mass as before. However

if they have come from the decay of two different particles, then we need

their individual momenta for mass reconstruction; knowing only their sum, the

masses we wish to calculate are under-constrained by one parameter. Another

possibility is 3χ in the signal final state with three different expected directions:

there are then three vectors in the transverse plane into which /pT can be

decomposed, with any two of the three giving a unique decomposition. There

are three ways to choose two vectors from the three. We may have the /pT in

between the two vectors in 0, 1 or 2 of the three ways (neglecting the possibility

of exact collinearity between /pT and one of the vectors). If 0, we veto. If 1,

there is a unique decomposition. If 2, /pT can be expressed as some amount

of one of the decompositions plus some amount of the other, with the two

coefficients constrained to sum to unity: the masses we wish to calculate are

under-constrained by one parameter. One response, not physically motivated,

would be to veto. Another possibility could be to set the two coefficients based

on some other prejudice about the kinematics, such as making an intermediate

particle of known mass maximally on-shell. Which of these three cases (0, 1

or 2 of the possible decompositions being acceptable) we have will vary on an

event by event basis.
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Appendix A The Higgs As A Pseudo-Nambu-

Goldstone Boson (‘Little Higgs’)

See [210] for a review and original references, also [211, 212]. When a continu-

ous global symmetry G is spontaneously broken to a subgroup H, Goldstone’s

Theorem tells us that dim(G)− dim(H) Nambu-Goldstone bosons (NGBs) re-

sult. (Mild explicit breaking, i.e. from small terms in the Lagrangian, results

instead in pseudo-NGBs (pNGBs), which are light but not massless.) If G

contained a subgroup F which was gauged, and which gets broken down to

I ≡ F ∩ H, then dim(F) − dim(I) of the NGBs are eaten to give masses to

all of the bosons associated with the generators of the (entirely broken) F/I

coset. This leaves (dim(G) − dim(H)) − (dim(F) − dim(I)) NGBs. I should

be (or contain) the Standard Model SU(2)L×U(1)Y ; and amongst the NGBs

we want there to be (a) three degrees of freedom that will ultimately be eaten

by the W and Z bosons, as in the Standard Model, but also (b) a degree of

freedom corresponding to the Higgs. In this way we have made the Higgs light;

unfortunately we have made it massless, however one thing at a time.

Now let us add a term to the Lagrangian which involves the Higgs, respects

H, but breaks G. The Higgs is now a pNGB rather than a NGB. However we

run straight back into the hierarchy problem: through such a term we have

a one-loop quadratic divergence, previously forced to be zero by virtue of the

symmetry only being broken at the level of the vacuum and not the Lagrangian.

So instead of explicit breaking with one term, we can use two: we add to the

Lagrangian λ1L1 + λ2L2 which only break G to H when they are present to-

gether, a phenomenon we call collective symmetry breaking. With only one

of the terms, there is a sufficient amount of symmetry broken only sponta-

neously and not explicitly that the Higgs is still a NGB. With both terms it is

a pNGB, and we do have quadratic divergences as we must with explicit sym-

metry breaking, but only at two loops: δm2
H ∼ (λ1/16π2)(λ2/16π2)Λ2, since

by construction all corrections identically vanish when one coupling vanishes

even if the other does not. The one-loop divergence due to the top loop is
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cancelled by a similar diagram containing in the loop a fermionic partner of

the top – a partner which is a necessary part of such a setup.

The expected cutoff for naturalness is then postponed to 10 TeV rather

than 1 TeV. We must then ask what comes next. Perhaps nothing more

until the Planck scale, if our global symmetry G was broken spontaneously by

a weakly coupled scalar whose vacuum expectation value v little Higgs is, while

larger than vSM = 174 GeV, still mysteriously smaller than MP . There could

be a tower of stacked little Higgs models – each symmetry-breaking scalar being

the pNGB of a different symmetry at higher scales – as discussed in [213]. In

this case, while the scalar at the bottom of the stack (which plays the role of

the Standard Model Higgs) encounters the quadratically divergent correction

at progressively higher orders, increasing numerical factors multiplying the

term do not allow escape from the Hierarchy problem. Alternatively one of

the three traditional natural theories may come into play above this cutoff –

extra dimensions, compositeness, or Susy.
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Appendix B Optimal Naturalness Beyond Lead-

ing Log δm2
Hu

The leading log expression for δm2
Hu

is obtained by ignoring the scale depen-

dence of At and MS; to do better we can integrate At and MS over their varying

higher-scale values. First consider the running of At and MS with arbitrary

self and mutual couplings, as well couplings to other particles:

d

dt

M2
S(t)

A2
t (t)

 =

a(t) b(t)

0 c(t)

M2
S(t)

A2
t (t)

+ other running soft-mass terms

(B.1)

∴

M2
S(t)

A2
t (t)

 =

d(t) e(t)

0 f(t)

M2
S(0)

A2
t (0)

+ other high-scale soft-mass terms,

(B.2)

where a, b, c are running couplings and d, e, f are related to the former by in-

tegration, and the lower-left entry of the matrix must vanish since At appears

in the Lagrangian, not A2
t . Note that if the other soft-mass parameters them-

selves run due to At and MS, this feeds back into Eq. (B.2) as corrections to

the coefficients d, e, f suppressed by an extra loop factor, which could have an

impact but I will neglect this for simplicity. Integrating the m2
Hu

beta func-

tion (2.2), keeping just the stop-sector terms as before but now including their

scale dependence (and that of the top Yukawa) as in (B.2), we have

δm2
Hu(t) = 3

8π2

(
2M2

S(0)

∫ t′=t

t′=0

y2
t (t
′)d(t′) dt′+

A2
t (0)

∫ t′=t

t′=0

y2
t (t
′)(2e(t′) + f(t′)) dt′

)
+ other high-scale soft-mass terms (B.3)

For Lagrange constrained optimisation, Eq. (2.5), we must differentiate δm2
Hu

and δm2
h with respect to A2

t and M2
S. One can either invert Eq. (B.2) and
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substitute into Eq. (B.3) to obtain δm2
Hu

instead as a function of the low-scale

stop parameters, or all derivatives can be taken with respect to the high-scale

stop parameters (using the chain rule for δm2
h, whose arguments should be

evaluated at the low scale). Both approaches give the same result, as they

must:

f(t)

(
2

∫ t′=t

t′=0

y2
t (t
′) d(t′) dt′ + d(t)y2

t (t)

(
1 +

A2
t (t)

2M2
S(t)

))
∂(δm2

h)

∂A2
t

=(
d(t)

∫ t′=t

t′=0

y2
t (t
′)(2e(t′) + f(t′)) dt′ − 2e(t)

∫ t′=t

t′=0

y2
t (t
′) d(t′) dt′

)
∂(δm2

h)

∂M2
S

(B.4)

The leading log relation is recovered for (d(t), e(t), f(t)) = (1, 0, 1), yt(t) = yt.

So what are these functions d(t), e(t), f(t) in the MSSM? Expressions for the

one-loop running parameters can be written down when all Yukawa couplings

except that of the top are set to zero [214, 215, 216]. yt(t) and At(t) do

not require numerical integration if one also sets the U(1) and SU(2) gauge

couplings to zero: one finds

y2
t (t) = y2

t (0) ξ−16/9(t)G−1(t; −16
9

) (B.5)

At(t) = G−1(t; −16
9

)

[
At(0) +

16

9
M3(0)

(
G(t; −16

9
)ξ−1(t)− G(t; −25

9
)
)]

(B.6)

where ξ(t) = 1 +
3

2π
α3(0)t

G(t;n) = 1− 3

4π2
y2
t (0)

∫ t

0

dt′ ξn(t′)

From (B.6) we can read off that f(t) = G−1(t; −16
9

). In this same scheme for ex-

tracting running parameters, the stop mass necessarily involves numerical inte-

gration. However RG-induced splitting of the stop from the lighter-generation

up-type quarks is typically small (and if not the model is necessarily unnatural,

as mentioned in Section 1.4), so that the running stop is well approximated by

its high-scale value plus the gluino-induced term, the latter easily obtained by
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integrating the one-loop running gluino mass:

M2
S(t) = M2

S(0) +
8

9
M2

3 (0)

(
α2

3(t)

α2
3(0)
− 1

)
(B.7)

This gives d(t) = 1, e(t) = 0. Eq. (B.4) is then

2G−1(t; −16
9

)

(∫ t′=t

t′=0

(
ξ−16/9(t′)G−1(t′; −16

9
)

)
dt′

+ξ−16/9(t)G−1(t; −16
9

)

(
1 +

A2
t (t)

2M2
S(t)

))
∂(δm2

h)

∂A2
t

=∫ t′=t

t′=0

(
ξ−16/9(t′)G−2(t′; −16

9
)

)
dt′

∂(δm2
h)

∂M2
S

(B.8)

The integrals can be done analytically and the resulting root, xnatural, found;

I do not plot it as it is essentially indistinguishable from the one shown in

Fig. 3, even for very high mediation scales Λ ∼ 1016 GeV. Thus my attempt at

an approximate RG improvement of δm2
Hu

(resumming all the logs that come

with appreciable coupling constant factors) makes no difference to the result

obtained from the leading log expression.

An alternative approach to this approximate RG improvement would be

to work consistently at Next-to-Leading-Log NLL order for δm2
Hu

. Barbieri-

Giudice fine-tuning measures are given at NLL in [68], from which one can

extract the dependence of δm2
Hu

on any trilinear mixing term or sfermion

mass-squared via

δm2
Hu(Ai) =

∫ (
M2

Z

2Ai
ZAi |tanβ→∞

)
dAi (B.9)

δm2
Hu(m2

f̃
) =

M2
Z

4
Zmf̃

∣∣∣
tanβ→∞

(B.10)

where Zpi ≡
∂(logM2

Z)

∂(log pi)

Note that δm2
Hu

and m2
f̃

both having mass dimension 2 results in Zmf̃ ∝ mf̃ ,

giving the simpler expression (B.10). ZAi however can contain further mass-

scales beyond Ai; indeed for the stop, ZAt contains terms with M1, M3 and Ab.
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In other words, at NLL δm2
Hu

depends on At not only through an A2
t term but

also through terms AtM1, AtM3 and AtAb. In the spirit of connecting δm2
Hu

and the Higgs mass to the stop sector in isolation, I will not explore this effect

here.
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Appendix C Brazil-Band Plots For Dummies

Brazil-band plots are used to present exclusion limits for the existence of new

particles whose decays are uniquely determined as a function of their mass34.

Before any data is collected, one can calculate the expected σ95%CL /σsignal for

any given mass m of the new particle. σsignal is defined as in Section 6.1 (σ un-

fortunately also denotes uncertainty/error in predictions and measurements).

I will refer interchangeably to numbers of events N and cross-sections σ as

they differ only by a factor of the integrated luminosity L, through N = σL.

σx%CL is the cross-section excluded at x% confidence level: roughly, the signal

cross-section for which the probability of signal plus background fluctuating as

low as the observed value is less than (100− x)% (a statement to be clarified

shortly). x = 95 is common in particle physics. The expected σ95%CL refers to

the limit that would be set if the number of events observed coincided with

the number of events expected from the background alone.

Let’s develop a feel for how the expected σ95%CL /σsignal will behave. We

predict a certain number of events from the background Nb and from the

signal Ns, and there is uncertainty in both predictions. Statistical error, be-

cause both follow from probability distributions. Systematic error, because

the experiment may consistently mismeasure something, and the theoretical

estimate is made to a finite order in perturbation theory and so is consis-

tently a little off. Now, if the predicted number of signal events is roughly

less than the combined uncertainty in the background and in the signal, then

observing only the expected number of background events Nb and no more still

wouldn’t allow you to sensibly exclude the presence of signal – it’s sufficiently

small as to be compatible with Nb events, within the errors. In this case we

have σ95%CL /σsignal > 1. On the other hand if the predicted number of signal

events is roughly greater than the combined uncertainty, then the presence of

the signal ought to be visible above the background; in this case observing

34If n extra parameters were needed to fully specify the decays, n extra dimensions would
be needed to plot the exclusion results. The Higgs boson of the Standard Model and the
W ′, Z ′ of the Sequential Standard Model, for example, all handily have n = 0.
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only Nb events and no more would be compelling evidence for no signal, giving

an exclusion: σ95%CL /σsignal < 1.

Also shown in Brazil-band plots are the ±σ,±2σ uncertainties in the ex-

pected exclusion – the edges of the green and yellow regions respectively.

Where do these come from? We have a probability distribution for the number

of background events (with an expected value Nb). For each possible number

of observed events, we would set a different limit, because more (less) events

makes the signal look more (less) likely to exist. Calculating the resulting

limit as a function of events then lets us transform the probability distribu-

tion for number of background events into a probability distribution for the

resulting limit. I am now in a position to clarify a previous statement – that

the expected limit the limit that would result from observing Nb events – more

specifically it is the median of the distribution I have just described. The ±σ

uncertainties in this expected limit correspond to the ±σ points in this distri-

bution (which doesn’t have to be Gaussian – we just mean the points with the

same cumulative probability as the the ±σ points in the standard Gaussian).

In a nut shell: the uncertainty in the expected limit is tied to the uncertainty

in the expected number of background events, and observing more (less) events

means a weaker (stronger) limit.

Once the experiment has actually been done, one can set observed σ95%CL /σsignal

limits by seeing how much the signal plus background prediction deviates, rel-

ative to the uncertainties, from the observed number of events No (i.e. No

now plays the role that Nb did for expected limits). Limits that are weaker

(stronger) than expected will be set where more (less) events are observed than

expected from the background alone.

In Fig. 28 I show a fictional Brazil-band plot for illustrative purposes.

What information is shown? We can see that the exclusion expected was

the mass range m < 240 GeV (the ‘expected’ curve is below 1 here). The

observed exclusion is something like m < 95 GeV, 105 GeV < m < 215 GeV,

272 GeV < m < 278 GeV. The small region of exclusion around 275 GeV

wasn’t expected – we call this lucky exclusion – it has arisen due to a negative
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Figure 28: A (purely fictional!) Brazil-band plot for a search for a new particle
that actually exists, with mass m = 100 GeV. A discussion of the relevant
features is in the text.

fluctuation of the background. The region 215 GeV < m < 240 was expected

to be excluded, but wasn’t: the background has fluctuated upwards, but not

dramatically: at most a 2σ effect. Close to 100 GeV however, there is a

narrow region where the exclusion is very much worse (i.e. the number of

events observed is much higher) than expected. This is strong evidence for a

new particle of roughly that mass! The width of the excess gets contributions

from the mass resolution and bin width of the relevant search channel, and the

particle’s own fundamental width; being dominated by whichever is largest.

All three of these factors will smear out an otherwise delta-function peak in

the invariant mass distribution of the particle’s decay products. Note that

all the way along the plot the exclusion (and by implication the background)

fluctuates above and below what was expected, but it’s only in places where

the expected value of σ95%CL /σsignal is one side of 1 and the observed value

is on the other that the result of exclusion or non-exclusion deviates from

expectation.

For completeness I’ll mention ‘blue-band’ or signal strength plots, which
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become useful when we have not just exclusion but also a (tentative) discovery.

The signal strength, often denoted µ, is the factor by which the signal cross-

section should be multiplied for best agreement with the data. There are a

number of points worth noting about µ.

• An exact expression for µ, based on maximising the likelihood function

for obtaining all of the observed data, would be complicated. However

for a given mass value m that predicts Ns signal events, with Nb events

expected from the background and No events observed (with Ns, Nb and

No referring to events in the vicinity of the signal at m, not elsewhere),

one can think of µ as being given by No ≈ Nb + µNs.

• µ = 0 ⇔ perfect description of the data by the background alone. µ =

1⇔ perfect description of the data by the background plus signal, with

no modification of the signal. Of course for either of these two statements

to be meaningful requires small error bars on µ: σµ < 1 or preferably

� 1.

• While physical cross-sections are positive semi-definite, µ is negative

whenever less events are observed than predicted for the background

alone.

• How does µ relate to the Brazil-band plot? The approximate relation

No ≈ Nb + µNs shows that µ is positive (negative) where more (less)

events are observed than expected from the background alone. Therefore

Sign(µ) ≈ Sign

(
σ95%CL,observed

σsignal

− σ95%CL,expected

σsignal

)
, (C.1)

or in words, the sign of µ generally follows the sign of the fluctuation of

the observed limit from what was expected. Knowing that a given mass

value is not excluded, the corresponding µ can in principle take any value.

All positive values are possible since the lack of exclusion could be due

to the presence of a real signal, but with arbitrarily modified strength.

All negative values of possible since we might be dealing with a deficit of
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observed events, but an insignificant deficit relative to our uncertainties.

Knowing that a given mass value is excluded, the corresponding µ must

be less than one, since exclusion refers specifically to the µ = 1 case.

Therefore we can make one inference going the other way, from blue

band to Brazil band: µ ≥ 1 points are not excluded, µ < 1 points may

or may not be. But it’s best just to take the relevant information from

each respective plot.

Earlier I said that σ95%CL is the signal cross-section for which the probabil-

ity of signal plus background fluctuating as low as the observed value, denoted

ps+b, is less than 5%. However sometimes by chance, No will fluctuate so low

that even the background-only hypothesis Hb is a poor description of the data.

If this is the case, we should consider the signal plus background hypothe-

sis Hs+b excluded only if does a much worse job even than Hb at describing

the data. If it is merely equally poor, the data isn’t helping us to distinguish

whether or not there is any signal. Considering the signal to be excluded in this

case based on ps+b < 0.05 would be a spurious exclusion, and we can protect

ourselves against this using the CLs method [217, 218]. CLs ≡ ps+b/(1 − pb),

with pb the probability of the background alone contributing at least as many

events as observed; and we now require CLs < 0.05 instead of ps+b < 0.05.

Then when Hb and Hs+b do comparably poor jobs at describing a deficit in

events, ps+b ∼ 1− pb and CLs remains greater than 5%. By construction, the

CLs method prevents cross-section limits becoming too small, and so the ±σ

uncertainty in the expected limit will be asymmetric – smaller in the negative

direction than in the positive direction. This sometimes has the curious effect

of counterbalancing the asymmetry induced by plotting σ95%CL /σsignal on a

logarithmic scale!35

I mentioned that the width of the strong excess in Fig. 28 is given by a

combination of the experimental mass resolution, bin width, and the hypoth-

esised particle’s width. Indeed the width of any excess or deficit in the plot,

35Thanks to the other participants of the Cargèse International School 2012 for posing
this question and to Glen Cowan for answering it!
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significant or not, should be governed by this same combination; call it ∆m.

(Note that ∆m may change with m: the physical width can obviously change,

and particularly if we combine different search channels in one plot the mass

resolution and bin width can jump whenever we pass between regions where

different search channels are most sensitive.) As an example, consider a deficit

of events observed in the bin containing the mass value M , so that we have

stronger constraints on the particle near m ∼ M , giving a dip in the Brazil-

band plot at that point. Since the mass of the decay products will be smeared

out by ∆m, all points in the mass range |m −M | . ∆m will feel this local

strong constraint, and the dip in the plot will be ∼∆m wide. The same logic

applies for a local excess giving a peak in the plot ∼∆m wide. (Note that

in making Fig. 28 I was not careful about giving the random fluctuations a

reasonably consistent width.) Fluctuations a bit broader than ∆m will occur

when two (or more) bins close to each other both have deficits or both have

excesses. Thus the broader the fluctuation relative to ∆m, the less likely it is

that the source is a statistical fluctuation: overall we expect correlations over

scales ∼ ∆m. For much larger correlations / broader fluctuations, we are likely

to conclude that the background was inaccurately modelled in that mass range,

so that the (background only) events we observed were consistently above or

below the prediction.
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Appendix D Cuts For The ATLAS Collabo-

ration’s 1.04 fb−1 Search For Susy

With Jets And Missing Energy

The cuts that were chosen for this analysis [177], and which I reproduced in

the RIVET analysis ATLAS 2011 S9212183 are as follows:

• Jet candidates are reconstructed using the anti-kt jet clustering algo-

rithm [205] with a distance parameter of 0.4. Candidates with

pT < 20 GeV are discarded.

• Electron (muon) candidates are required to have pT > 20 GeV (10 GeV)

and |η| < 2.47 (2.4).

• Jet candidates within a distance ∆R = 0.2 of an electron candidate are

discarded, then electron or muon candidates within a distance ∆R = 0.4

of surviving jet candidates are discarded. Next, all jet candidates with

|η| > 2.8 are discarded.

• The event is vetoed if there are any electrons or muons with pT > 20 GeV.

• Thereafter five separate search channels are defined, each with its own

requirements on hadronic activity, meff and /ET/meff , summarised in

Table 6. The effective mass meff is calculated as the sum of /ET and

the pT of the two, three or four hardest jets used to define the search

channel. In the high mass channel, all jets with pT > 40 GeV are used to

compute the meff value used in the final cut. The ∆φ cut is only applied

up to the third leading jet.
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Signal Region ≥ 2-jet ≥ 3-jet ≥ 4-jet High mass

/ET > 130 > 130 > 130 > 130
Leading jet pT > 130 > 130 > 130 > 130
Second jet pT > 40 > 40 > 40 > 80
Third jet pT – > 40 > 40 > 80
Fourth jet pT – – > 40 > 80
∆φ(jet, /pT )min > 0.4 > 0.4 > 0.4 > 0.4
/ET/meff > 0.3 > 0.25 > 0.25 > 0.2
meff > 1000 > 1000 > 500/1000 > 1100

Table 6: Cuts for the five search channels in the ATLAS Collaboration’s
1.04 fb−1 jets+/ET search for Susy, lifted straight from the source [177] (meff ,
/ET and pT in GeV).
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